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optimization gen~eially. The next sect ion looks al a particular kind of di.,rete 

op t intizationl problem.  
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10.9 Combinatorial Minimization: Method of 

Simulated Annealing 

The method of .,imulated annealing is a techniqule that ias&- recently at

I rai'le,! signifirant attention as, s1iaahl- for optiinizalion problems :of very 

large srale. For practical purposes. it has. effectively .,olved• the fatuous 

trav-ling sale.xman problem of finding the shortest "cyclical itinerary for a trav

(ling salesman who inust visit ea-h of N cities -in tuna. The method has 

also been us,,,d! siccesfillily for designoing complex integraleil circuits: The 

arrangement of several hundred thousUand circuit el-ments o)[I a tiny silicon C 

suibtrate is optimized so as to tiiniitVe interferer'e aiiong their connecting 

wires-. Amaazirgly. the imtplenantation of the algorithm is quite sitliple.  

Notice that the two applications cited arelmth examtl~es of combinatorial 

uinimiz:ation. There is an ot)jective fmir-lioni t Ile minimize- a. ; usual: biltt 

tihe space over which that function is dtli nedt -•lot siniply the N-dilienslonal 

space of V continuously variabhle parancter, 'Rather. it is a discrete. hilt very 

large, configurationl space. like the se't of posih ile orders of ciirs. or the set of 

piossilh, allocations of silicon -rial vstate ito c'irciol e.lvi-nvti. Tih number of 

'.1e6llii1i1 s in the conliguirat iun space is faitirially iarge. so that tlihy iCannot lhe 

exploredt exhA1islively. Fiurthe'lenoure..iisitce Ilie sIti is di-'cree. wei art- deprived 

of ally notlioll of "c-illitnting downhil ill a foavotraile directioln." The-'colceplt 

otf -lirect ionma liya riot have ally ullbaliilig ill the cialligurat isn space".  

At the hi-art of the mllet ilsl of sitoiulatifil annealinig is ;in alnalogy withi 

-hiri'll-odyllalit-s. sIeM-ilically withI thle way Ihthil liquiiilds freeze' aisil andcrsitallize.
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or ,ntalm cooIl anid anneal. At high tem|nperatu ries. tihe itmolecules of a ]iluid 

mitove freely wit It respect ito oe anllotiher. If I he liquiid is colced slowly. t hIrnial 

nilolility ill loit. Thlie attoim4 are ofteni able Iiti) liine henselvges up Aund foriu a 

110rr crystal] t hat is comrapletlely ordered over a d ittali'ce lii to lbillimis of n limes 

Ihe size of an individual atom in all directioni.. Tlhis crystal is the state 

otf tiininiil energy for this mystem. The airtaziig fact L that. for slowly 

rooled sste•iks. nature is able to find this linimlillliltl energy statv. li fact, if 

a hilliill t ii tal is cooled quickly or -tllei-chedl.- it does hot reach this stat le 

b tll rather icdis illp ilt a p<lycrystyalline or amiiorphioutits state having sttitewhat 

ht igher liter•y.  

li the i,4seIiCf' of tlie procress isi lou• (ciotling. allowing allipt4 i e fr 

ru list ribit in oif tl lie atotis as they lose ittobtility. This is tie techical def

iniitlio oif anrdlisny. and it is sseuit iial for etistir i g t hat a low eilergy ,tate 

will he ijchieved.  

Ahlitoiglh the analogy is not perfect. there is a sense itn which all of the 

tinitnizat ion algorithms this far iii this chapter corresipond to rapid o0oling or 

quieinchintg. Ii all case., we have gone greedily for the 'tiick. niearby solut ion: 

frotim the start itng point. go imtimediately downihill as far as you can go. Thi- v, 

oiftuit retitarked albove. leadl, to a local, bill niot n(c .sarily a global niitimiittmn.  

N•ttire' owit inimnization Algorithn is blased on( quite a difiereit proceduLre.  

The sio-callet Ii Blitzinatin probabiility distribuhtion.  

lProb I El - exl( - ElkT) ( 10.9. ) 

'xltrv'-o tile idea that a ystenem ill theria.ial equiilibriutii at tetmperaturie T 

Las its eitergy proliabilist i¢ally ii.tifiltiil mmtnog all dlifferent etnergy states 

E. Even at low temilperatifre. Iher", i• a chiance. albeit ver- snall, .of a sys!Pici 

Ibiing ill a tligih PItirgy state. Therefore. tihere is a corresitontinI ch•clice for tile 

syslem tt get out of a hlocal Pilergy iniitinimri ill favor of filditi•g i Ibetter. miorr 

globtil. one. The qtiatl ity k I Bo ltzliitlital's co-ist ant ) is a ci tinstalat of lial tire 

whirli relalte ttiperattir' to ctiergy. Ihi other woriNs. ilhi, s'stcii siomtet itiies 

got's tiphiltas well as dowilhiil: hbut the lower the t ciiipeIrit lire. thie less likely 

is ;uay signiticaitt uphill excursion.  

lit 19,53. ietlrooltis antdl coworkers first itnicrporaleil t hist kitdils of prin

ciples itit ii tiitrnericai cal¢iilationts Offered a siicesiottll of opt ions, a siltoilalti'd 

lterttlvim niiti¢ VStVDtl wWS aSSii11iedl to rhaige its contligiratlion froiti entergy 

El tiltl tirp E-2 with prtbability 1) = exp× -l K2 - EI)/kTJ. Notice that if 

E,' < t-i:. this probiafilit v is greater than uiility: ili such rases tlie chl;titge is 

;'rlhitratrtlv ;L,,igiif'l] ;, lirobiliiiiy 1 = i. i.e. lthe yistetmi n{lre.t took i'lh ;ill 

ipt tillnt. 'Ihtts getieral s'liltii,. ofa lways tlakinig a dowtliihl Step while ,'irii .• 

tLking Mli iphill 1tuL, CiOM citttlP t) ble kinowwit as t i' Metropolis alg•rithihu.  

TOrii lk(, tis' of tlih, ,etriollilis algitrithlit for otthelr th•an t iiherniolli;otiii" 

syste•tis. onte tlist provile thil' folliwinig ileimtenits: 

1. A Ales.criptinon of possible syst i'ti cotifigturations.  

1, A getneratohr oif raniiihui chatillge inl tile cotnligurationi: these chaitiges are 

Ihl, -optiions- Ir(,meciled tot lhe s•ySteni.
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3. An objective function E (mattalog of energy) whol.e , minifimization is tihe 

goal of the procedure.  

4. A control parameter T (analog of temnperature) and an annealing 

.,chedule which telLs how it is lowered froin high to low values. e.g.. after how 

meany random changes in configuration is each downward step in T taken. anld 

how large is that step. The meaning of -high- and -low- in this context. and 

the assigtnent of a schedule, may require physical insighi and/or trial-and

error experiments.  

The Traveling Salesman Problem 

A concrete illustration is provided by the traveling salesman problem.  

The salesperson visits N cities with given posit ions (x,. y,). returning finally 

to his or her city of origin. Each city is to 'w visited only once. and the 

route is to be made as short as possible. This problemt belon,,. to a class 

known as NP-complete prohletos. whose ,oinputataion ti Pe for an exact s'o

lution increases with N as exp(consi. x N. thecoining rapidly prohibitive in 

cost as N increases. The traveling salesman problem also belongs to a class in 

of miniimization problems for which the objective I toriton E has ,itany local 

miiiinimna. In practical ca-s.t., it is ofte': enough to be able t) choo,-e from ttlese AsO 

mii loom which, even if not absolute. cannot bw signiificantly improved uton.  

The annealing toethod manages to achieve this. while limiting its calctn!ations 

to seale as a small power (If N.  
As a problerti in simulated antealing. the travelitý, .'eso ta•ui problem, is

hanidled as follows: 
1. (Confiuration. The cities are numbered i = I ... N and each has 

coordinates (.r,. y,). A configuration is a pertoutattoa of the number I .... " WL 

interpreted as the order in which the c-ities are visited.  

2. Rrarrangcment.s. An efficient s-et of moves has ,been suggested 1by Lin.  

The nov(es consist of two types: (a) A section of path is removed and then 

replaced with the sa.me cities runintg in the i•pposite order: or (b) a sect ion of C 

path is remo'ved and th|etn1 replaced in betwei-n two cities on anotlher. randomnly 
dhioeen. part of the pat h. 03 

:. Objective Function. In the sittlpbl-t form of the probh-m. E is tkei.  
just as the total letigi th of journey.  

P, = L = Y /• - " -. ., -) , (10.9.2) 

with 1 th,- ttiivention that point N + I is idi-tit ied with Itoint I. To illuistrate 

1 t' lh.xil,,ity of tIlie method, however, we can add the following athlitiliol 

wrinkle: supjotjse that the salesatia has ani irrational fe'ar of flying over tlie 

Mi.,issippi Rivivr. In that ca.-e. wi- would assign each city a paratieter 1..
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g!,cure 1013. Ta-in s'I, ale-.,,az. 1.r h,4t, - .,I, by mmht
3

g,[I.u amwain.g, The- I eaily 

shi, rte-t path ai-mg, 100(M ra.,do~inly jm siti 9 st ie ,~ is s,j, 11 0a0 The doit .l ine is 41 

river. but 1if- h is n, p..ally in cir-mv. In. 0,;11 riser-cr, asg p...;iv is ,,,u.d. Wjars 

ani he,,Jt o r,-,in, t jt,,,lf t(, th.- mino~itiin n~m,oo -. i frým twi, In r Aw1wit;.-uAlt) 

'I".. ,, .,av ' ,ga i t he 'A'saJ'.,,a, is ý-t ualJv a sumiggitr who, Cr. ~s h.. dwis,4 a, 'flhe 

timi~siqst exrus,'

vIpla -4- I if it is' vast~ of t he' M1ississippi. -I if it is West. and take 1the 

obelijvi i. fat., tiotn to b~e

Tr - r~vI, - _)2 + (j .y. I+ A )(it, - i, 1(10.9.) i

A p.enaltyl, 1A it iereb.% ;Lssignevd to ainy river cros.sing. The algorithmr now 

fitik the4 sh,.rtvsl pathl that av,.ic~ crossinigs. IThe rihILit we imtportantce' t hat it 

,sgiSto IftIgil hO.f Jtdl II verstis rivur crossinlgs isdelf.rtntied byv Our rh,.irv i.f 

A,. Figutre M(.U.] showaý the vos~ilil nhtauit"e.. (leans,~v this t'If-ci(ltel~ raiI he 

gnemralized 14t includc miany colhct itiig goails in thec minimiznal.tion 

L Aaryietltrrg 'mrdiulr. This ri. tnres expvritnetta t ion. %Vv first generaL.  

somejg ralldi..n re4;irrallgeticutsl. aind - Is ltx in to dermntnie OwI rtagi, of values 

of A.~ that Aill Ibe etgcingtere.I fromt movelo movear. ( liosiig a startinig valii, 

furtheJ~atitietir wh~his c,,gsierabl . largvrtha la bte largest Ak't& gormtall ' 

etmi"t~it-r'i W. wv routted dlown wardi in nmiltfi.iicatiix stfisj. tviih aounoiititig it) a 

10I pe..Ret ulirrva-' in T'. W'- holdi i--Ch neW Va'vn Of T mnilstahit for. sav. ()%

CIO
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reconfigurationts. or for ION successful reconfigurationts. whichever comes first.  

When efforts to reduce E further become sufficiently discouraging, we stop.  

The following traveling salesman program. using the Metropolis algo

rithmn. should illustrate for you the important aspects of the simulated an

nealing technique.  

S'JD*OUTINE AItEAUX.(.Y.IORDER. CITY) 
This t(artithm finds the $hontest rouand-trip) path to YCITY Cities whose Coordinates are 
in the arrays (X).Y(X) The ara 101DEZ(I specifies the order in which the cities are 

visited On input, the etemnents of 101DER rnaY be set to any permutation of the numnbers 

1 to MCITY. This routine will return the best alternative p.flh it can find.  

DUXMMYO 1(PCITT) .Y(SCITT) . IORD~tlCITY) .K(G) 

LOGICAL AXS 

WO017 tO*ICITT ma-urin urhno or~ "FOin% tr~d at any ternoeture 

NLIXIT-10.SNCITY Ma,.i,.wn nutho Of ;uiAEfsfula "ath ChZang before continian 

TFACM-O. g Annaing Shcted.,e - T IS Ttfded bv this lactpr on paCh Step 

PATH-0.O 
T-0.6 
DOE~ I-I icirr-1 caiculate .1t.21 patth length 

II-*IORDEV I) 
12-IORDER(I-1) 
PATN-PATH.ALX(X(I1) .1(12) .1(I1) .(12)) 

CIIICox DEI(NCa (,owe the *00 t" ty'lhý path -yro together 

PATH-PATH.ALB (1(1 1) .X(12) .Y(11) .Y(I2)) .  

ISEED-111 
DO .J1 .100 Try up to t00 tertml)atauir Step% 

NSUCc-0 

K(1)-1.INI(VCITY.IAX3(IDUX)) Choos begsnnini of 50-n'cr 

If(5().GE.K(1)) %M(2)-N)1 

NKIE.I.1Oi(1X()-N(2).NCITY-1) .'iCITY) -a s thie nonybe of citieS tot on the Segmient 

IF (5% L.3) GOTO I C 
IDEC.ILBITI(ISEE) Derro ýnrrcrr to oo a seonert ,~eio, transpon 

IF (IDEC.EQ.0) 7I'M [o a transpor 

St 3)-N (2) .Ik"T (ABS (Nil-2) .RAN3 (IDtlt) ) * 
5t)1100()1.CT) Transport to a iotation ,ot on' tie path 

CALL TIVICST (I. T. IORDER. NCITY. K.DE) Catcorae cost 

CALL METfLOP(DE.T.AKS) Cownst the oarle 
IF (ANS) THEN 

KSlJCc-ttsUCC.I 
PATH-PATH-DE 
CALL TRIKSPM(ORDER.tiCITY.t

4
) Ca~r, out the traDnspr 

EM)IF 
ELSE Do a oah in ra 

CALL. REVCST(X.T.IORDER.?CIfl.#.DE) Carcuazae rost 

CALL KETROP(OE.T.AN1S) Cons.11 'he rd 

IF (ANS) msE 

fdSUCC-NStJCC-2 
PATH -PATH-DE 
CALL REYERIIO(IRDER.NCIUY.1) Carry out the rremral 

END.'F 
END IF 
IF tN*SUCC GE. SLII4IT) 0070 2 n,3,h dary - haý* enough s5rýces55ia Chanoes 

WRItTE(-.-) 
WRITE(-.-) 'T -. T.' Path Lenrgthb -*.PATH 
WRITE(-.-) 'Successfurl Moves: *NSUCC
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T-T.TTACTl1 Ah~fa shoube 
IF CX$= CC.E~0) REUMJ it no success we are anoni 

SMK504TI2IZ kVCST(1.Y. 10*UE .KCITY.R . Of.  
This subroutine returns the value of thve cost function for a proposed path reversal 
IICITf is the number Of cities, and ar-rays 1(1) .Y(X) give the coordinates of these Cities 
IOZDE1(I) holds the present itinerary. The tvst two values W(I) and 1(2) of array X give 
the starting and endling cities along the path segment whlch is to be reversed On output.  
DE is the Cost of Making the reversal. The actual reversal as not performed by this routine 

ALEX(I1.12.YI .y2)-SQIT((1L2-1l)..2.(Y2-11)--2) 
x(3).1.NO0((X(1).XCITY-2Z NCITY) Find the City before 3j)) 

K(4ý .lIO(3(2).XCITT) and the City after 1(2) 

11I.0D13C3((J)) Find co~ordiajes(Or the roii hiisiivwnco 

TI(J-T(XID 

D£..-ALEi(X(1).UX(3).TTY(1).fl4(3)) Cauculate cost of &,zonnectmnot true Seonenovt at both ends 
*ALEII(fl(2).UX(4).YY(2).Y'Y(4)) and reconnecting In the OvoosltC order ) 

*ALEN(X(2) .x1(3).iTY(2) .TY(3)) 

MU3OUTINE REYERS(IORDEI.liCTTI.l)I 
This routine performs a oath segment ieversal IDIfLDE(I) is an Input array giving the 
present utunerars The vector 9 has as its first four elements the first and last cities 
XM1).N(2) of the oath segment -) be reversed. and the tw.ý Cities 1(3) arid 11(4 which 

- immediately precede and followr this segment 103) an ()aefudby subroutine 
REVCS7 On output. IORDU(I) contains the segment fronm N(J) to W(2) in reversed order 

DIM£1iSIOl( IORLDEXIITT) .11(8) 
IE-OD(ti(2)lt(1)liClTT.IICITf))/2 Thi, -.. yr Citie irs, be Snavord tC effect the 'emiai 

t.5.,fON(M().3 2).NCITT) Stt at :nIds of ihsnent and s~vo Paurs ofcities mn 

IA-nffOD((N(2)-J-)lCITY).NCITY) towaqd the 'ewe 

ITYIOR£t()IDR(K)(L 

I03DE3(L).ITXP 
- l]C I 'INi! 

SUBROLITISIE TIPICST(X.Y.I0RDER.NIJCTY.N.DE) 
ITn's suhroutine returns the value Of the Cost function for a prop~osed path segment tirans.  
por-, ICITY is the niiimber 01 Cities. and at-rays X(t) and T(1) give the city coordinates 
IDRPEAR is an ariay giving the present Itinerary' The first tthiee elements of arr~y N g~ive
the starting and ending cities of ink, Path to be trar~sooriied. and the Dofit among the 
remaining cities aftter which it is to be inserted Onv Output. 0E is, thue Cost of the change 
The actuji transport I, not perfommeda by this routine 

D~IE2NS:O%* X(:CtT'f).T(NCITY).IORLDER(NCITY).N(8).ux(8).y'f(6) 

SM(1)HONNO'(3) .ICITY) I -no the cii, iiisrf-ng ri 

II(6)-l.HOD(t(N0).yC1TY-2) NlCITY) an" the. -. P-0-9n hiti 

?N(So41*MUDQ(2) . NCIT'f) i..ais unt'- toii.'ng j 
bOLLI, J-1.8 

I I.IORDEA(N(J)) (5uiviiii -iird,natir, ci in, .. tites,nri.  

55(J)-IC It)
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rf(J-Y(1I) 

DE.-ALEti(U(2) .11(8) .1(2) .Y7(8)) CMCKLi*t the Cost Of dnsCOflfltCtiCQi tI path ser'ne'rt rn 

-AL.E3(fl(1) .18 U .TY(1) .17(8)) -(I) tO 110). QoCotln a soa<t beitnýf NIS) and 9(4).  

-AjlE(1X(3).X1(4).17(S).fl(4)) cOinecIno thne seofleiet .i the space, and ti cinect-ng 

.AI.13(XZI) .X1(3) .17(1) ,17(3)) P3)10) X (6) 

* ALEX (U(2) . Z1(4) . TY(2) . YY(4) ) 

END 

SURROUTINE TIMUPT(I(3DU.KCTY.) 

This routine does the actual path transport. once METUOP has approved 1011M aS an input 

array of length MCITY giving the present itinerary The array 3 has as its six ieleients 

the beginning 31(1) antd end %(2) or the path to be transported, the adjacent cities 3(O) 

and 1(4) between which the path IS to b-e placed. and the cities. W(6) anid IM8 which 

precede and folloiw the pathi %(4). 3(5) and 1(6) are calculated by subcroutoie TRZXCST 

On output. ORODEI as mnodified to reflect the mo0vemnent of the path segmtent 

PaAmEME1UNITYIOOO) masoannuni number Of crties anicipted~t 

DIMNSION0 IGNDC~(NClf) .3J0ft(1CITT) .3(6) 
X1.t-wOW(3X(2)-N(1).3CIfl) .3C'.fl) Find the number of cohs irom, sit to Ilia) 

X2.lniGD((3(5)-N(4).3C117).NICIUY) and the number flOrr 1W3 t0 '(5; 

)t3.1.NGG((3(3)-X(6)3)CMf) .Me???) a"d the n.-ber from -6) to .a3)) 

.j1X0f.tD((J'3(t)-2) .NCITY) coon the ch sr *Oiie't 

aG.1Pf(X .O1 l(.1 

IF (Y.2.CT.0) THEN 
% 

DOE! J- .w2 Ineir COPY the sr'týt from OW to4 (0as) 

JJ.1*t400((3*N(4)-2) .XMe?) 
JOfLDER (NH-i aRnEX (3) 

ECONTINUJE 
fli~tIF 
IF (W( CT 0) TME 

DO 2-.103 Frnal(, the seynneI't from t 1,0 t%13) 

J3.1.M0OD((Jfll(8)-2) .NCRTt) 

JOKI)EI~tL)0-0IDDERMJ) t 

EN4D I F 
IpOFE J-3.cr NC," 

IODER t(3) -JORDER WJ COPn jcaaLI oack -itO oaMR 

[ECONTI NVt 

EDW 

StISROUINE METILOP(GE.T.ANS) 
Metropoi~s algorithm AvsS is a logical oJriabie whith issues a verdict on whether to 

accept a recosiiigUnatioh wghich reads to a change GE in the objective tijnc:(on E it DECO.  

AtiS TRUEl, white if P1>0 ASS i, only TRUE with Doiooarwaiy *op(-tlE/7) where T is a 

temoerat ore determined or the annea-ng scheoule 

PAIW4ETER(JDtN-)) 
LOGICAL AN$ 
AII1>(DE LI 0 0) GOR (NAN3(JDUM.) LI EXP(-DE/T)) 

RE, ulkN 
END
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Assessing the Promise of Simulated Annealing 

There is not yet enough practical experience with the method of sim
ulated annealing to say definitively that it will realize its current promise.  
The method has several extremely attractive features, rather unique when 
compared with other optimization techniques.  

First. it is not -greedy. in the .ense that it is h~ot easily fooled by the 

quick payoff achieved by falling into unfavorable local minima. Provided that 
sufficiently general reconfigurations are given, it wanders freely among local 
minima of depth less than about T. As T is lowered, the number of suich 
ininima qualifying for frequent visits is gradually reduced.  

Second. configuration decisions tend to proceed in a logical order.  
Changes which cause the greatest energy differences are sifted over when the 
control parameter T is large. These decisions become more permanent as T 
is lowered. and attention then shifts more to smaller refinementa in the so
lution. For eAwxaple. in the traveling salesman problem with the Mississippi 
River twist, if A is large. a decision to croFý the Mississippi only twice is made 
at high T. while the specific routes on each side of the rivc- are determined 
0ly at later stages.  

The analogies to thennodytnamics may he pursued to a greater extent O 
thaji we have done here. Quantities analogous to specific hltat and entropy 
may be defined, and thes( ca'. lie useful in mnonitorit.g the progre•s of the %0 
algorithm toward an acceptable solution. Information on this subject is found 

in the references by Kirkpatrick eI al.  

REFERENCES AND'FURTHER READING: 

KirkpatriCk. S.. Gelatt. C . . and Vecchi. M P. 1983. Science. vol. 220.  
pp. 671-680 

Kirkpatrick. S 1984. .'ournal of Statistical Physics. vol. 34. p. 975.  

VeCChi. m P. and KirkpatriCk. S 1983. IEEE Transactions on Computer 

Aided DeSign, voI CAD-?. p- 215.  

Metropolis. N. Rosenbluth. A.. Rosenbluth. M . Teller A . and Teller. E.  

1953 J Chem Phys.. vol 21. p 1087 

Lin. S 1965. Bell Syst Tech Journ.. vol 44. p 2245.  

Christotides. N.. Mingozzi. A . Toth. P. and Sandi. C.. eds 1979. Coma 
binatorial Optimization (London and New York: Wiley-lnterscience) 

[not simulater z-inealing. but other topics and algorithmS]
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optimization generally. The next section looks at a particular kind of discrete 

opt imization problen.  

REFERENCES AND FURTHER READING: 

Bland. R G 1981. Scientific American. vol 244. (June) D. 126.  

Kolata. G_ 1982. Science, vol. 217. p 39.  

Cooper. L.. and Steinberg. D 1970. Introduction to Methods of Opti

miz•atiOn (Philadelphia: Saunders).  

Dantzig. G 8 B1963. Linear Programming and Extensions (Princeton.  
N J.: Princeton University Press) 

Gass. S.T. 1969. Linear Programming. 3rd ed (New Yorký McGraw-Hill).  

Murty. K G. 1976. Linear and Combinatorial Programming (New York: 
Wiley) 

Land. A.H . and Powell. S. 1973. Fortran Codes for Mathematical Pro
gramming (London: Wiley-lnterscience) 

Kuenzi. H.P.. Tzschach, H.G.. and Zehnder, C A 1971 Numerical Meth

ods of Mathematfcal Optimization (New York Academic Press) 

Stoer. J.. and Bulirscn. R. .980. .ntroduction to Numerical Analysis (New r 

York: Springer-Verlag). ,41 10 

WilkinSon, J-H.. and Reinscn. C. 1971. Lined• Algebra. vol II of Handbook 
for Automatic Computation (New Yorki SDringer-Verlag).  

10.9 Combinatorial Minimization: Method of 
Simulated Annealing 

The method of .mmulated annealing is a t-chnique thai has recently at

Ir aclsl significant attention asL sifitahl- for optimization problems of very CO 

large scale. For practical purl-poses. it has effectively -solved- the fatnous 

trcavding sale.,man problem of finding the shortest cyclical itinerary for a trav

iing salesman who must visit ea"h of N cities in luni. The method has, % 

also been uedl successfully for designing complex integrated -cirruits: The 

arrangement of several huodred thousand circuit ieitents O(i a tiny silicon C 

silbstrate is optimnizedi so as to nfinulize interferet'e a:llong their connCecting 

wires. Amazingly. the implementation of the algorithm is quite sil 1ple.  

Notice that the two applications cited arc lioth cxanil~Ies of combinatorial 

"rlnloi) atton. There is a;i objjective fuc-ltion to be torninuized, a.4 usual: but 

tlii sparte over which that function is delifiled *-; not simply the N-diniteiis'onal 

space of N continuotsly variable piaralcter. Rtather. it is a disc-ree. bhuh very 

large. ronfig:tration space, like the set of ios.,i1,le orders otf -itfies. or tlte set of 

poisihle allocat ios• of silicon "real est a4." to ri'i! o-hi-itemntjs The tmtber of 

,.14-I'lttlls iti the conltigolraltlol s.a~ is fartorially ;arge. ro that They cannot bv 

explored exhaust ively. Furt hernoore. since the sit is di.cr-' te. wr, are deprived 

-if any not it'l of -contintlitig downhill ill a fiavorable directi(m." The conc'rept 

of -iire-ct til" t ay ntol have ally intahting in Ow coniigtiralitt space

At the heart of the itethod of silula aled atlltialing is alt analogy willI 

1ht.-rnltdiylaiotics. sic'ilirally with thet way that liquids freve.- atndl cry'stadlize.
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or intlals cool id anne'al. At high teltilieratuircs, the itolecu(- ci of a lieqeli 
move fretly witlh resptect to one ajlother. If the I iquid is cixiled slowly. thernial 

Inobility is lost. The atoin are oftel able to lilte theen .wlves up anul forlo a 
pun, crystal that is coicplelely ordered over a deialace 1ip to billions of timtel's 

the sile of ail inidividual atom in all directions. This crystal is the state 
of minjimuni energy for this system. The atiazileg fact is that. for slowly 
ccooled systeiis. nature is able to find this fiiotooni o energy .tati. In fW t, if 
a liitpid nitial is cooded quickly or -quenclhced.- it doe•l's not reach this state 
hiot rather ctil, illp ill a polycrystAlline or axiorphi s state having sottewwiat 
higher energy.  

"•oc the .'sswilre of the proce.. is .Iow 'cooliing. allowing ample lite for 
redistribution of the aloins as they lose mobility. Thi is is tile technical clef
ilutitel cf an nrahn. anl it i.'..s-,ential for ensuriug thi it low energ, state 

will ibe ijchlievec.  

Althourgh the analogy is not perfect. there is a wense in which all of the 
itejotinizat ion adgoritheitts t'uLs far in this chapter corres.pond to rapid cooling or 
quenching. i all ca[,aes, we have gone greedily for the e'eick. necarby solution: 
froii the starting point. go imtmiediately downhill as far a; you can go. Thi- as 
often remarkedl ab,,ve. leads to a local, bitt not nec asarily a global. mituioun.  
N•ture's own minimization algorithm is baseld one quite a diflerent procedure.  
The so-calledl Wltzifatin probability distribution.  

Prob(E) - exp( - E/kT) 11}.9.1) 

.exl)ri'cs'. the idea that a sstern in therieal cequilibrium at teelperature T 
Las its energy prolbabilistically d.istribined litong all difIferent energy stats 
E. Even at low temperat ure. Ihere is a chance, albeit verv small. of a sys.eti 
lcivig ill a high energy state. Therefoere. there is a correspontElig chalcce for tile 
systeill io get out ci a local energy miniitum iii favor of finiding a Iltter. ceeore 
glolal. one. The quantity k (Boltzmann's constant I is a c onstant of nature 
which relate: teiniperattire teo eniergy- ]li other wors. i lie systeite solcelil.es 
gices uphil as well as.s downhill: hbilt tie lwer the lee tier!;tre. ilih l-'ss likely 

is ;uly significanti uphill excursion.  
lIe 195:5. Metropolis and coworkers lirst inct-rcoraltA these kintds of prin

riiles inio ite eriecal calculat ions. Offered a suc'fict-.sil cit orc miocs. a sinlulat c'., 
Iheivrn xlvynamir .isteii was a.-'si nied to change its configuration ifotirc eneergy 

El tce.l.rg. E,2 with probablility p = expj-(E2 - Ei)/kT]. Notice that if 
El < I. t his Iroballilch is greater than unity: iii such r;c.s tile chlalige is 

;erbierarily •L-sigecc a problalbility p = I. i.e. ;he systiem atu'ir. tioik such an 
lpiiteo. This ge-tieral silictic. of always taking a downhiih sletl while .ýornrlrttrx 
rakiig ccc tiphill l.ep-. hae.' roiie toi be kiown ase thet ropolis algoritln 

"To iiaku. use of c hi' Mit nropiclis algor hitt for ot her t han t iwerriilycatei," 

systenes. ccie inlust provide the following eletectlltl: 
I- A :les•cription of possible systcci configuratiotns.  

"2. A generator of raldom changes ill the conliguration: theese changes are 
ile -options" ic presenletl to tile svstem.
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3. An objective function E (mianog of energy) wlho. ,-inimiimization Ls iIhe 

goal of the procedure.  
4. A control parameter T (analog of temperature) and an annealini 

.4chedule which tells how it is lowered fromn high to low values. e.g.. after how 

many random changes in configuration is each downward step in T taken, and 

how large is that step. The meaning of -high- and -low" its this context, and 

lhe a.ssignment of a schedule, may require physical insighi and/or trial-aid

error experiments.  

The Traveling Salesman Problem 

A concrete illustration is provided by the traveling salesnian problem.  

The salesperson visits N cities with given positions (x,.y,). returning finally 

to his or her city of origin. Each city is to 'e visited only once. and the 

route is to be made as short aws lxssible. This problem belnn,,.; to a class 
known a.; NP-complete problems. whose ,-oliputation time for an exact so- "

it ion increases with N as exp(const. x NI. becotiing rapidly prohibitive in 
cost as N increas-es. The traveling salesmani probleni also belongs to a cla;s CI 
of minimization problems for which tie objective fun'ction E }w as many local 

minima. In practical cas- -. it is ofte': emlotIghl to) be able to choost, froin tese a, 

minimum which. even if not absolute, cannot b| significantly improvedl upon.  
Thne annealing mlet hod Imianag(s to achieve this. while limiting its (alci:!at ions 

to .'cale' as a small power of N.  

As a problem in siniulaied amnealing. the t ravelili', .'-i~a problem is-....  
hmoldled as follows: 

1, ConfgJuration. The cities are numbered i = 1 w.ad each ha.  

coordinates (x,. y,). A configuration is a perinmutation of the nunber I .... " 3 

interpreted as the order in which the citi(e are visited.  
2. Rearrrangment.4. An eflicieintt set of mimoves has been suggested by Lin. 

The itinves consist of two types: (a) A sc'tion of path is removed and then 
replaced with the .-une cities rmining in thlie opposite order: or (b) a section of (I'

pat hi is removed and t hen replacied in I letwween two cities on anot her. -alidomly 

linsen. part of the jlpath.  

:3. Objective Function. hl, the siiiple-st forti of the probule. E is takei 

just as., the total length of journey.  

P" = L- - v r, - 2 4-, h ?1_- y,- 2 (10I.9.2) 

wilh tl - cmnvltitioln lint point N + I is identiified with point I. To illustrate 

GI. lellxiilit of thlie method. however, we (alt add the following addilional 

wrintklr: suippose that the sahismami has an irrationmal fear of flying over t lie 

.I i"~issil pi lviwr. In thal lit'a.- we wouhl assigim each city a paramneter /i,.
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reconfigurations, or for ION successful reconfigurat ions. whichever comes first.  
When efforts to reduce E further become sufficiently discouraging, we stop.  

The following traveling salesman program. using the Metropolis algo

rithin. should illustrate for you the important aspects of the simulated an

nealing technique.  

StMhAtfINE AXWEAL(X.T. 1D*LDE.XCITY) 

This akxwortrym finds the shortest round-trio path to XCITY cities wntose coordintates are 

in the arrays I(I).T(Z). The array iOIDEI(I) specifies the order In which the cities are 

vi~sited. on inpujt. the e~ementS of IORDER may be set to any permutation of the numbers 
I to IICITT. This routine will return the best atternative path It Can find.  

Dfl(ISIOX IKWITT). T(ICITT). IOIDEXIC ITY). X(6) 
LOGICA6L AX8 

WO1Th-100KCITY M~a-umor n.,.rbbit, of V"Or tr~eo at ainy terrroerature 
MLItXIT-10.IECITY Mjaxwr~aw niarnt Of -,iKC4MOfVil Path Chanea*S before corrtmno"n 

1TACTR-. .9 A~irreaihrrg scureoule - I is -~died by rhm facto, on each, steo 
PATH-0.0 
T-0.6 
DOEI~ I1I.XCITY-t cavoiale .n.V.. "oIt. iiOth 

11It.IODERfl ) 
12-IORDEEU-It) 
PATH-PATU.AL1X(X(I1) .1(12) .Y(11).T(12)) 

11IIORDEROICITY) (oeieiO rli
5

DliClSioie 

12-I01DER( 1) 
PATH.PATH.ALES(X(I1) .1(12) flIt) .Y(12)) 

IDtfl4--I 

D 03 J-1.1t00 Try Dh 10 100 terrie'atoir Ste[)o 

5511CC-0 
DoOE X-t.WOVU 

NJt)-1.INTOICITY.IANV3IOUM)) Choosf beine ,c0megrynt 
S.;ý)I.IiT((SCITf-I).LAJ 3(IV(JM)) anenj of &egmrenit 
IF (5(2)CZ.1Mi) 3C2)-K(2).I 
iLK.1.MODO1((S)-V(2).SCITY-1) NICITY) x. 'S ire inumoe, of citieS ntot On the seorr,,nj 

IF Oil. LT. 3) GOTO I 
IDEC-IDBITt (ISEE) Dericie rýrlez"ii o a00 &egnitni r~esior transoort 

IF (IDEC EAQ 0) THEN D~o airansooei 
ii(3).tt(2).IS-T(A.BS(Kt-2).R.5N3(IDUM) ) -1 
iIM-)-tMi00(()-t .XCITY) TranSOciol t0 a lttor vor ,on Ire 00th 

CALL TRICST(X.Y.IOILDER.VCITY,)I.DE) Catcriatn cost 

CALL MEMKP(DE.T.ANS) Consort the oracit 

If (ANS) THEU 
SSUCC.SSUcc. I 
PATH-PATH.DE 
CALL. T~IiSPT (IORDER. NCIY. N) Carry ow1 thre tlarýSDOr 

LtDIF 
ELSE DO a oji rveso 

CALL REVCST(I.Y.IORDER.NCITY.Ii.DE) Carciure ,to 

CALL METhtOP(DE,.7ANS) C-1sil rhe orctie 

IF (ANSS) 7515 
NSUCC-N*SUCC- I 
PATH .PATM.DE 
CALL REVEY15IO5.DES.NC1TY.K) Carry Gui the 'ewerai 

EINDI F 
ESO IF 
IF (5511CC GE.NLIMIT) COTO 2 F-,n, early -1 -h",e e-or, ,csste5oi changer.  

IE CO57 I UE 
VRITE(-..) 
VRITE(**-) 'T -'7'Path Length -' .PATH 

VRITE(C.. rI Succesoful Moves: ',NS1CC
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T-T.TFACMhAn~~n 
IF (XSUOC.EQ.) RETURN if ho suiicess. iie art doe 

Enu 

SUUROUTIfl IEDCST(XYI0.1. 11DU. CITT.N. DE) 
This subroautine returns the value of the cost function for a proposed path reversal 
JICMT is the number Of cities, and arrays X(I).T(!) give the Coordinates of these cities 
IORDER(1) holds the present itinerary. The first two values X (1) and X (2) of array X give 
the starting and ending cities along the path Segmnent whlcn is to be reversed On output.  
DE is the Cost Of Making the reversal. The actual reversal is not performed by this routine 

ALEU(Z1.12.YI.Y2)-SQAT((12-X1)..2.(y2-Y1)..2) 
X(3).tI4XI((1(1).ICITY-2 .NdCITY) Find Itoe city Wiore Eli) 
x( .)..1.O(N2).11CITY) and the city after 111(2 
DO jJ -31.4 

11-IDILflE(ll(J) Find coordinates rodi, the fto~, cnitie invdived, 
X1(j)-1(II) 
TY( 3) -T(II) 

DIDCOY'Ti1ur 
DE--ALU(X.I(1).u(3) .YY(1) .Yf(3)) Cailatir cost of disCiriwecting tihe segrniiini at bothi ends 

-ALE~i(UX(2).XX(4).TY(2),YY(4)) aiid riicoinntctng in the ocoOSite to" Ien 
*ALEIJ(U(1) .U(4) .TYiI) .TY(4)) 
*ALETx(X(2) .1.(3) .Y'(2) .Y'(3)) 

ENhD 

SUBROUTIN~E REVERV(1ODRD.11CIry.11) 
This routine pierforms a path Segment reversal IORDEW() is an input array giving the 
:)resent etinerars The vector if has as its first four elements the first and last cities 
NM1 .1N(2) of the path segment *i be reversed, and the tw.,, cities J(3) and W(M wvhich 

- immediately precede and follow this segment JI3) and -1(4) aire foundo by subroutine 
REfCST on output. IORDER(I contains the Segment from V(1) to 1(2) in reversed order 

OIX(t.SION IOIRtElRlITY) .1(8) 

ff 1-M0D(l(2)lN(1)mtC1TTY.tC1Ty))/2 Th., -. , cites ii.ý.b wue O fette'vra 
DO~ 

K-1.ifOD((tt(1).J-2) .?C1Y :",' MOSeu 01 the seyniet and svoarofCiuies O
!AI'iiOP((N(2)-3flCITT) NCITY) l~riwahe -t" 
IVY'-110LDRD(K) 
IO01313(K) * 101313(1.) c 
I1iLDER(L) *I TKP 

1ETURIV 

StUBROtUTINiE TRENCST(1.Y.tORD13R.NCITT.N.OE) 
Trm.S sutnioutine ret urns. the value of the Cost function for a DrOLiOsed Path segment trans
por, %*CITY IS the numberi of cities. and arrays I(1) and T(I give the City Coordlinates 
lOlLER is an array giving the present itinerary The first three m'emerits of array Xi give 
ine starting and ending cities of thi, Paltt to be trjtr,stlorte~d and the point among the 
remainint cities atter wihich it is to be insertd On ciutput. DE is toe cost of the Change 
The actual transport is not performed by this. routine 

ALE-l(Xi.12.Yt.Y2)-SQRT((X2-X1)..2.(T2-Yl)..
2 ) 

N(4)tIOPN(3)N~tf) I nt in, -it lIiiirrln .(1 

t%(oýtI40bDVst2)..tCITY) nd io. -o I.i,v-nij 
DOLI L J 1.3.t 

tI-IORDER(N(jt) rvrnn *oo'r I., roin . i 
ZZ(2)-X(tl)
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pt.-ALEl(UX(2) .11(8) .fl(2) .T(6)) Calulat ir" (omt Of rcl`o"tnscttng ssgnw from 
* AL1(X1(1) .1(5) .T1(1) .11(6)) sii to0%(2). oo".pm %o* soc evsn imi afld%(4).  

* -ALEX(fl(3),LU(4).YY(3).TY(4)) coe..scuhg the %0rnsn in iris sect. Andc-.t
* ALEX(fX(1) .X.(3) .TY(1) .TY(3)) 3csi 1o BIG) 
* AtE13(U(2) .11(4) .n(2) .YY(4)) 
S ALEX(fX(6).L[(6).TY(6).TlM)) 

LEnin 

SIJBOUTIME TlUSPTdI(3tDfl.NCIT.11) 
This routine does the actual path transport. once KETXOP has approved IODU is an input 

array of length NICITT giving the Present itinerary The array X has as its six elements 

the beginning 1(1) and end 9(2) of the Path to be transported, the adjacent cities 31(3) 

and 3(4 between which the path is to be placed, and the cities V(S) and I(S) which 

precede and follow the Path 111M. I(S) and 9(8) are calculated by suipwutine TUGXS? 

On output. WLDER is modified tO reflect the movemenit Of the Path segment 

PARANEMiCfLCITTSOOOD) Ma.~ssuomnumber of costs jntic.03ied 

DIMNSitION iO3Dft(3CMf) .JCRDfl(341C17) .5(85) 
34-1..340((N(2))l(1).NICITT) .NC*.'f) Find ithe flui-04 of Cities from scu to P<2) 

it2- 1.3 4 D((3(5)-N(4)NXCIT1).JCIU) 2nd0 tilt niurrbsi f- 0t(4) to -(S) 

t(3.t.XOD((tt(3)3X(6)4XCIfl).xCITV) arid iriS numbe, fromh -e) to 1,(3) 

DOE] 351.34IC 
;J-1j*3OD((J*KI~)-2).3CIfl) Coi iris chosenigv-is 

ii COMTINitE 
IF (342 CT.0) THEN 

%0 

DOE] J-1142 Tner, coon rho sr-rrlli freo '.'4 to 1i5) 

SN-IfS.' -I1LERJJ 

FLZCONTINUE 

IF (W CT. 0) ThEEY 

DO 31 33 Fn"liv the segrflti fro %(6, i0 001) 

33.I.340b((Th-i(8h2) .SCITI) 

JONl11NN)-1101( 
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END 
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Assessing the Promise of Simulated Annealing 

There is not yet enough practical experience with the method of sim

ulated annealing to say definitively that it will realize its current promise.  
The method has severa] extremely attractive features. rather unique when 
compared with other optimization techniques.  

First, it is not -greedy-. in the sense that it is t~ot easily fooled by the 

quick payoff achieved by falling into unfavorable local minima. Provided that 

sufficiently general reconfigurations are given. it wanders freely among local 

minima of depth less than about T. As T is lowered, the number of such 

ininima qualifying for frequent visits is gradually reduced.  
Second. configuration decision-- tend to proceed in a logical order.  

Changes which cause the greatest energy differences are sifted over when the 
control parameter T is large. These decisions become more permanent as T 

is lowered, and attentionr then shifts more to smaller refinementh in the sip
lution. For eAaxnple. in the traveling salesman problem with the Mississippi 
River twist, if A is large, a dec ision t o crot t the Mississippi only Itwice is made 

at high T. while the specific routes, on each side of thle riyc- are determined 
only at later stages,.  

The analogies to therniodynranfirs may be pursued to a greater extent C7 

thani we have done here. Quantitiei(s analogous to specific hitat and entropy 
inay lie defined, and thes4e ca-i be useful in m1onitorit~g the prog~ress of thle %0 
;Algorithm toward an) acceptable solution. Information on this subject is found 

itn the references- by Kirkpatrick et al.  
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UNITED STATES 

" Z .NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
4• "WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0061 

ZJI~ 
"** * ,• 12/;"i 0 '• 1 6 1993 

Mr. Dwight Shelor, Associate Director for 
Systems and Compliance 

Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management 
U.S. Department of Energy, RW 30 
Washington, DC 20585 

Dear Mr. Shelor: 

SUBJECT: REVIEW OF U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY (DOE) STUDY PLAN "SITE 
SATURATED-ZONE HYDROLOGIC SYSTEM SYNTHESIS AND MODELING" 

On January 28, 1993, DOE transmitted the study plan, "Site Saturated-Zone 
Hydrologic System Synthesis and Modeling" (Study Plan 8.3.1.2.3.3) to the U.S.  
Nuclear Regulatory Commission for review-and comment. NRC has completed its 
review of this document using the Review Plan for NRC Staff Review of DOE 
Study Plans, Revision 2 (March 10, 1993). The material submitted in the study 
plan was considered to be consistent, to the extent possible at this time, 
with the revised NRC-DOE "Level of Detail Agreement and Review Process for 
Study Plans" (Shelor to Holonich, March 22, 1993).  

A major purpose of the review is to identify concerns with studies, tests, or 
analyses that, if started, could cause significant and irreparable adverse 
effects on the site, the site characterization program, or the eventual 
usability of the data for licensing. Such concerns would constitute 
objections, as that term has been used in earlier NRC staff reviews of DOE's 
documents related to site characterization (Consultation Draft Site 
Characterization Plan and the Site Characterization Plan for the Yucca 
Mountain site). It does not appear that the conduct of the activities 
described in this study plan will have adverse impacts on repository 
performance and the review of this study plan identified no objections with 
any of the activities proposed.  

Among the references listed for this study are several which have not been 
provided to the NRC and are not readily available in the public domain. We 
therefore request that DOE provide the NRC with the documents which are listed 
in the Enclosure. Following receipt of the requested references, NRC plans 
to provide DOE with detailed comments on this study plan. Those comments 
and/or questions will be transmitted to DOE as a separate package at a later 
date, following receipt of the requested references.  
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Mr. Dwight E. Shelor

If you have any questions concerning this letter, please contact Charlotte 
Abrams (301) 504-3403 of my itaff.  

Sincerely, 

Joseph J. Holonich, Director 
Repository Licensing and Quality Assurance 

Project Directorate 

Division of High-Level Waste Management 
Office of Nuclear Material Safety 

and Safeguards 

Enclosure: As stated 

cc: R. Loux, State of Nevada 
T. J. Hickey, Nevada Legislative Committee 
C. Gertz, DOE/NV 
M. Murphy, Nye County, NV 
M. Baughman, Lincoln County, NV 
D. Bechtel, Clark County, NV 
D. Weigel, GAO 
P. Niedzielski-Eichner, Nye County, NV 
B. Mettam, Inyo County, CA 
V. Poe, Mineral County, NV 
F. Sperry, White Pine County, NV 
R. Williams, Lander County, NV 
L. Fiorenzi, Eureka County, NV 
L. Vaughan II, Esmeralda County, NV 
C. Shank, Churchill County, NV 
L. Bradshaw, Nye County, NV
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EVALUATION OF A PREDICTIVE GROUND-WATER SOLUTE-TRANSPORT 

MODEL AT THE IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY, IDAHO 

By 

Barney D. Lewis and Flora J. Goldstein 

ABSTRACT 

In 1973, a digital chemical solute-transport modeling study at the 

Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) had been used to project 

chloride and tritium waste plumes for 1980. The model indicated that for 

the conditions assumed, the wastes would be at or near the INEL southern 

boundary by 1980. Eight wells were drilled during the summer of 1980 

near the southern boundary to fill existing gaps in the INEL hydrogeolo

gical data base, to delineate the leading edge of the waste plumes, and 

to monitor for first arrivals of aqueous wastes at the exiting boundary 

of the INEL. The data from the eight wells were used to evaluate the 

accuracy of the predictive model, and the assumptions used.  

Data interpretation from the drilling program indicates that the 

subsurface geology in the southwestern INEL vicinity is dominated by 

thin basalt flows interbedded with layers of sediment and silicic rocks 

are penetrated only in those wells near the INEL's southern boundary.  

The Arco volcanic rift zone was found to have a marked effect on the 

regional ground-water flow regimen, and perhaps, on water quality. This 

same subsurface geologic structure appears to have lower water-yielding 

and transmitting capabilities than the surrounding aquifer matrix and 

retards the movement of aqueous wastes.  

Interpretation of data also indicates that the leading edges of 

the chloride and tritium waste plumes are 2 to 3 miles upgradient from 

the southern bounaary of the INEL, and higher-than-background specific 

conductance values are measurable at about the same upgradient distance.  

As expected, the waste plumes projected by the computer model for 1980 

extended somewhat further downgradient than indicated by well data due to 

conservative worst-case assumptions in the model input and inaccurate 

approximations of subsequent waste discharge and aquifer recharge 
conditions.  

Future programs at the INEL are needed to determine more accurately 

the hydrologic properties of the Snake River Plain aquifer, for inclusion 

into and recalibration of the digital model, and to delineate more accu

rately the subsurface hydrogeologic characteristics and their effects 

on the regional aquifer system.
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INTRODUCTION

The Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL), formerly the 
National Reactor Testing Station, was established in 1949 by the Atomic 
Energy Commission (AEC) and is now operated by the U.S. Department 
of Energy (DOE) to build, operate, and test various types of nuclear 
reactors. Fifty-two reactors have been constructed to date, of which 17 
are still operable.  

The INEL site covers 890 square miles of the eastern Snake River 
Plain (fig. 1) in southeastern Idaho. The Plain is a structural and 
topographic basin about 200 miles long and 50 to 70 miles wide. Thin 
basaltic lava flows, rhyolite deposits, and interbedded sediments fill 
the basin to its present level (land surface) from depths of approxi
mately 2,000 to 10,000 feet. A more detailed description of the geology 
is found in Robertson, Schoen, and Barraclough (1974). Underlying the 
plain, and contained in the upper part of this stratigraphic sequence, is 
a vast body of ground water contained in the Snake River Plain aquifer-
the major aquifer in Idaho. The INEL obtains its entire water supply 
from from this aquifer. Aqueous chemical and radioactive wastes are 
discharged to shallow ponds and to shallow or deep wells on the INEL 
site. Many of these waste constituents enter the aquifer either directly 
or indirectly following percolation through the unsaturated zone.  

The study of the effects of subsurface waste disposal on the region
al hydrology requires a knowledge of the hydrogeology of the Snake River 
Plain aquifer, the locations and quantities of aqueous waste disposal, 
the methods of disposal, and the geochemistry of the waste solutions and 
of the ground water in the aquifer. During recent years, the prime 
concern has been to trace the movement of dilute chemical and low-level 
radioactive wastes in the subsurface, and to explain the chemical and 
radiochemical changes that accompany such movement in terms of the 
geologic, hydrologic, and geochemical properties. Many project studies 
and resultant publications have been completed during these past years 
concerning these chemical and physical factors, but there are still areas 
with insufficient data. Public concern about waste disposal and migration 
prompted the initiation of a drilling program that was completed during 
the summer of 1980. This program bolstered knowledge of the aforemen
tioned factors and provided additional monitoring points for possible 
waste migration in the Snake River Plain aquifer near the southern 
boundary of the INEL.  

PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

In 1949, the AEC requested that the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) 
investigate and describe the water resources of the INEL and adjacent 
areas. Information was collected that depicted hydrogeologic conditions 
prior to reactor operations and waste disposal programs at the Laboratory.  
A continuing investigative program serves to increase an understanding of

2
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Figure l.--Relief map of Idaho showing the location of the INEL, 
Snake River Plain, and generalized ground
water flow lines of the Snake River Plain 

aquifer (from Barraclough, Lewis, and 
Jensen, 1981).
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the hydrogeologic system and to determine changes in that system result
ing from activities at the INEL. The effects on the aquifer, and the 
extent of migration therein, of low-level radioactive and nonradioactive 
chemical wastes, have caused increasing public concern. With this public 
awareness in mind, eight new monitoring wells were drilled in the summer 
of 1980 to supplement the existing INEL monitoring network. Geologic 
information from this drilling program and analyses of ground-water 
samples from the wells, along with those from monitoring wells, were used 
to compare the extent of the actual chloride and tritium plumes with 
those projected for 1980 by Robertson's (1974) predictive digital model 
of waste-solute transport. The information was also used for updating 
and calibrating the digital model and to understand further the subsur
face geology and hydrology near the INEL's southern boundary.  

This report presents the information obtained by drilling the eight 
new wells and the interpretations made from the data collected. Subsur
face geologic interpretations were made from geophysical logs recorded in 
each well and these aided in the construction of three hydrogeologic 
sections. Pumping tests were run on five of the wells to help determine 
aquifer properties and to collect pumped well-water samples for chemical 
analyses. The results of the sample analyses helped to delineate the 
southernmost extent of the chloride and tritium waste plumes, and delin
eate an aquifer area with higher-than-background specific conductance 
values. The water level was measured in each well to refine delineation 
of the configuration of the regional water table.  

Reports on previous USGS investigations describing geologic and 
hydrologic studies of the INEL and the surrounding area, and related 
reports by the DOE staff, are listed in the Selected References and may 
be examined in the offices of the USGS at the Central Facilities Area 
(CFA) (fig. 2) or the INEL Library.  
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REGIONAL HYDROLOGY

INTRODUCTION 

The eastern Snake River Plain is underlain by a vast ground-water 
reservoir known as the Snake River Plain aquifer, which may contain 
more than 1 billion acre-feet of water (Barraclough, Lewis, and Jensen, 
1981). The flow of ground water in the aquifer is principally to the 
south-southwest (fig. 1) at relatively high velocities of 5-20 feet per 
day. The transmissivity of the aquifer generally ranges from 1 million 
to 100 million gallons per day per foot or 134,000 to 13,400,000 feet 
squared per day (Robertson, Schoen, and Barraclough, 1974).  

The basaltic volcanic rocks and interbedded sediments composing the 
aquifer are all included in the Snake River Group of Quaternary age. The 
basement rocks are probably comprised of older volcanic and sedimentary 
rocks, in addition to underlying crystalline rocks. The basalt is the 
principal aquifer. Water-bearing openings in the basalt are distributed 
throughout the rock system in the form of intercrystalline and inter
granular porespace, fractures, cavities, interstitial voids, interflow 
zones, and lava tubes. The variety and degree of interconnection of 
these openings complicates the direction of ground-water movement locally 
throughout the aquifer.  

Ground-water recharge to the INEL is primarily by underflow from the 

northeastern part of the plain and also from adjacent drainages on the 
west and north. Most of the ground water flowing under the INEL entered 
the ground in the uplands to the north, northeast, and northwest of the 
site, moves south or southwestward through the aquifer, and discharges at 
springs along the Snake River valley near Hagerman (fig. 1). Lesser 
amounts of recharge are derived from local precipitation on the plain.  
Most of the precipitation evaporates but part infiltrates the ground 
surface and percolates through the unsaturated zone to the regional water 
table. Some recharge.is also derived from occasional flow in the Big 
Lost River.  

CONFIGURATION OF THE 
REGIONAL WATER TABLE 

Figure 3 is a map of the southwestern part of the INEL site and 

adjacent areas showing altitude contours on the water table of the 
Snake River Plain aquifer for July to October 1980. The altitude of the 
water table ranges from 4,494 feet above the National Geodetic Vertical 
Datum of 1929 in the central part of the site (top of figure 3) to 4,415 
feet near the southwestern boundary of the site. The general direction 
of the regional ground-water movement is to the south and southwest. The 
average slope of the water table is about 4 feet per mile. In the 
southwestern part of the INEL, near Big Southern Butte, the water

table gradient is low, sloping southwestward less than 2 feet per mile 
(fig. 3).
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Figure 3.--Generalized altitude contours of the water table, 

Snake River Plain aquifer, southwestern INEL 

and vicinity, July-October 1980.  
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Data indicate that the altitude of the water table (shown by figure 
3) has declined by less than 2 feet to as much as 6 feet compared to 
similar data for July 1978 (Barraclough, Lewis, and Jensen, 1981). The 
largest declines were measured in areas where the water table position is 
sensitive to changes in recharge from the Big Lost River, whose discharge 
was abnormally low during the years 1977 and 1979.  

SURFACE WATER 

Surface water is mainly that in streams draining the mountains 
and valleys to the west and north of the INEL (see fig. 1). On the INEL 
locally, snowmelt and rain also contribute to surface water, especially 
in the spring. The Big Lost River is the INEL's most important source of 
surface water. Recharge to the Snake River Plain aquifer from streamflow 
during wet years has been significant. All streamflow that enters 
the Snake River Plain is recharged to the subsurface, except for evapo
ration and transpiration losses. During dry periods, streamflow does not 
reach the INEL.  

The Big Lost River flows southeastward down the Big Lost River 
valley past Arco, onto the Snake River Plain, and then turns northeast
ward through the INEL to its termination in playas, the Lost River Sinks 
(fig. 2). The river loses water by infiltration through the channel 
bottom as it flows on the plain. As flow approaches the terminal playas, 
the channel branches into many distributaries and the flow spreads over 
several flooding and ponding areas (Barraclough and others, 1967).  

Two major artificial controls affect the river, in addition to 
irrigation diversions. These are the Mackay Dam, 30 miles upstream from 
Arco, and the INEL flood-diversion system in the southwestern part of the 
site (fig. 2). The INEL flood-control diversion system was constructed 
in 1958 to reduce the threat of floods from the Big Lost River on that 
part of the site. The diversion dam can divert flow out of the main 
channel to diversion areps A, B, C, and D (see Lamke, 1969, for discus
sion of flood control). During winter months nearly all flow is diverted 
to avoid accumulation of ice in the main channel and reduce the possi
bility of flooding INEL facilities.  

The period of highest average flow of the Big Lost River below 
Mackay Reservoir for the entire historical record (fig. 4) was from 1965 
through 1976, with 1965, 1969, 1967, 1974, 1975, and 1971 recording the 
six highest flows of record in order of decreasing magnitude. The total 
discharge decreased during 1977 to 160,300 acre-feet, much lower than 
normal. During the 1978 water year the discharge was measured at 225,900 
acre-feet, slightly above average. In 1979, the discharge declined to an 
average of 202,400 acre-feet. In 1980 the discharge rose to an above 
average 249,500 acre-feet.
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Figure 4.--Discharge of the Big Lost River below the Mackay Reservoir.
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Continuous flow of the Big Lost River was recorded at the INEL 
diversion gaging station for at least three years prior to 1977 (Barra
clough, Lewis, and Jense, 1981). However, since 1977 very little 
or no water has flowed past the diversion, reflecting the dry period that 
began in 1977. The above-average flow of the Big Lost River below Mackay 
Reservoir for 1980 (fig. 4) was diverted for irrigation purposes in the 
Big Lost River valley (see fig. 1) and only a very small amount reached 
the diversion area.  

GROUND WATER 

Water infiltrates from the Big Lost River during periods of flow and 
percolates to the Snake River Plain aquifer. Significant amounts of 
this recharge have caused a regional rise of the ground-water level over 
much of the INEL following several flow events. The water levels in some 
wells have risen as much as 6 feet in a few months following high 
flows in the river (Barraclough, Lewis, and Jensen, 1981). Water-level 
changes in four regional aquifer wells (fig. 5) in the southwestern part 
of the INEL illustrate the influence of recharge from the Big Lost River.  
In wells 17, 23, and 12 (see fig. 6 for well locations), the lowest water 
levels on record occurred in 1964 following four years of below average 
discharge in the river. The highest water levels occurred in 1972 
following the wet period from 1965 to 1971.  

The water level in well 12, which taps the Snake River Plain aqui
fer, rose 21.5 feet in 8 years from 1964 to 1972. This is the largest 
measured fluctuation of the water level in an INEL well. The water level 
in well 23 rose about 18 feet during this same period, which is the 
second largest water-level rise that has been measured.  

The water level in well 20 rose only about 6 feet from 1964 to 1972 
and had declined by nearly 8 feet to a record low by the end of 1980 
(fig. 5). The more stable position of this water level may indicate 
that well 20 is not influenced by recharge from the Big Lost River and 
represents the changes in water level for the Snake River Plain aquifer 
on a more regional basis.  

The Snake River Plain aquifer is the only source of water utilized 
at the INEL. Twenty-five of the 28 production wells on the INEL are 
generally in use. The combined pumpage of these wells has been about 2.4 
billion gallons of water per year for the past several years. This 
averages about 6.6 million gallons per day or 7,370 acre-feet per year.  

Not all the water pumped out of the aquifer is actually consumed.  
Some of the waste water is discharged directly back into the Snake River 
Plain aquifer through deep disposal wells. Other aqueous wastes (radio
active, chemical, and sewage) are discharged into ponds. Both methods of 
waste disposal contribute recharge to the aquifer. Nearly 60 percent of
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Figure 5.--Hydrographs of four wells in the southwestern part of the INEL.
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Figure 6.--Location of observation wells completed in the Snake River 
Plain aquifer, selected facilities, and geographic features 

in the southwestern INEL and vicinity.  
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the water pumped is disposed of to the surface or subsurface (Barra

lough, Lewis, and Jensen, 1981). Pumping has little or no effect on 

annual water-level changes in the aquifer in the vicinity of the INEL 

because the amount pumped is a very small part of the total ground-water 

storage and recharge.  

WASTE DISPOSAL SITES 

Liquid low-level radioactive and dilute chemical wastes have been 

discharged to the subsurface at the Test Reactor Area since 1952, through 

a deep disposal well and through ponds; and at the Idaho Chemical Pro

cessing Plant since 1953 through a deep disposal well.  

TEST REACTOR AREA 

The TRA (see fig. 2) utilizes four disposal systems to dispose of 

nearly 470 million gallons of waste water annually (Barraclough, Lewis, 

and Jensen, 1981). Low-level radioactive wastes are discharged to three 

seepage ponds. These ponds receive more than 40 percent of the total 

TRA liquid waste. A part of the waste percolates to the Snake River 

Plain aquifer, 450 feet below the land surface. Chemical wastes are 

discharged to another seepage pond. Two seepage ponds are used to 

dispose of sanitary wastes. Cooling-tower blowdown wastes are discharged 

to the aquifer through a deep disposal well.  

The average annual discharge to the TRA radioactive waste ponds has 

been about 190 million gallons for the past 10 years, but this rate 

was reduced by more than 60 percent during 1979 and 1980. Barraclough, 

Lewis, and Jensen (1981) showed that water discharged to the radioactive 

waste ponds during 1974 to 1978 contained an average of about 2,400 Ci 

(curies) per year of activation and fission products. During 1977 and 

1978 this average was reduced to about 1,300 Ci per year as the yearly 

volume of dischaqed waste water was reduced. By 1980, the average curie 

discharge was reduced to less than 260 Ci as the yearly volume of dis

charged waste water was again reduced. In recent years, the average 

amount of tritium discharged to the ponds has also decreased from about 

212 Ci per year to 120 Ci per year, but now represents a greater percen

tage of the total discharged radioactivity. It should be noted that, on 

the average, about 70 percent of these products have a short half-life 

(less than several weeks) and probably move only a short distance during 

their half-lives.
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A pond has been utilized at the TRA since 1962 to dispose of chem
ical (non-radioactive) wastes from ion-exchange system. Sulfate and 
sodium are the major chemical constituents in the waste water and are 
disposed of in approximately 22 million gallons of water yearly, in 
annual amounts of about 1.2 million lbs and 114,000 lbs, respectively.  
These discharge amounts yield sulfate and sodium discharge concentrations 
of about 0.05 and 0.01 lbs per gallon, respectively.  

A disposal well (1,275-feet deep) has been used at the TRA since 
1964 to dispose of about 306 million gallons per year of non-radioactive 
waste water. The well discharges directly into the Snake River Plain 
aquifer. The water level is generally about 450 feet below the land 
surface. Most of the injected water is from cooling-tower blowdown; it 
contains a yearly average of 521,000 lbs of sulfate and -61,000 lbs of 
various other chemicals.  

IDAHO CHEMICAL PROCESSING PLANT 

The ICPP currently discharges low-level radioactive waste and 
dilute chemical waste directly to the Snake River Plain aquifer through a 
disposal well 600 feet deep. The natural water level is about 450 feet 
below the land surface. The average yearly discharge to the well has 
been about 319 million gallons since disposal began in 1953.  

Most of the radioactivity of this waste, except for tritium, is 
removed by distillation and ion exchange before it is discharged into 
the well. In terms of radioactivity, more tritium is discharged than 
any other waste isotope.  

During the past seven years, 1974 through 1980, the average curie 
discharge rate (all isotopes) to the ICPP well was 290 Ci per year, and 
the average volume of water discharge was 377 million gallons per year; 
resulting in an average radioactivity concentration of about 200 pico
curies per milliliter (pCi/mL) in the discharge water. The amount of 
radioactivity discharged to the well from year to year is variable and 
depends on plant operations. For example, 223 Ci was discharged in 1979 
and 112 Ci in 1980, below the overall discharge average. About 98 
percent of the total activity was tritium, approximately 221 Ci and 109 
Ci for 1979 and 1980 respectively, and nearly one percent (about 2 Ci 
yearly) was strontium-90. The remainder was made up of low quantities of 
various other radioisotopes.
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WELL SITE SELECTION

The hydrologic data base used by the USGS at the INEL is comprehen
sive. There is a need, however, to improve and expand the data base to 

refine and quantify hydrogeologic concepts. Gaining additional knowledge 

about the subsurface hydrogeology at the INEL could enhance the under

standing of ground-water flow directions, flow velocity, and chemical 

quality; waste product movement longitudinally and laterally from points 

of discharge at the TRA and ICPP (see fig. 2 for facility locations); 

waste concentrations in the aquifer downgradient from the discharge 

points, particularly near the INEL's southern boundary; and the existing 

geologic controls on the ground-water flow system and waste migration.  

Figure 6 shows the expanded data base following the completion of 

the 1980 drilling program. Wells numbered 103 through 110 were completed 

during the summer of 1980. The figure includes only those wells in the 

southwestern part of the INEL, which is the part most affected by aqueous 

waste disposal (Barraclough, Lewis, and Jensen, 1981). It should be 

noted that many observation wells near and immediately south of the TRA 

and ICPP have been omitted as their inclusion would unduly congest figure 

6.  

Well sites 103 through 110 were selected by evaluating several 
criteria: 

1) to fill existing gaps in the INEL hydrogeologic data base by 
drilling in areas not previously penetrated by wells; 

2) to specifically determine the subsurface geology near the INEL's 
southern boundary and the Big Southern Butte, and to depict the 
hydrological and geochemical effects of this geologic setting on 
the ground-water flow system and waste migration; 

3) to determine the southernmost extents of chloride and tritium 
waste plumes in the aquifer, and define an aquifer area with 
higher-than-background specific conductance values; and 

4) to compare the tritium and waste chloride plumes with those 
simulated for 1980 by Robertson's (1974) model.  

Additional siting criteria were used for the placement of three 

wells in particular. Well 109 (fig. 6) was located near the eastern edge 

of the Big Lost River diversion area (fig. 2) to evaluate the effects of 

recharge from the diversion ponds on the Snake River Plain aquifer during 

years of high flow. Wells 107 and 110 (fig. 6) were placed in stratigic 

locations to monitor the possible migration of waste products toward 

Atomic City, the only inhabited community downgradient and in the general 
vicinity of waste disposal sites.
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DRILLING AND AQUIFER-TESTING DOCUMENTATION

WELL 103 

The drilling of well 103 began on July 29 and was completed on 
August 20, 1980. Total depth of the well is 760 feet (fig. 7), of which 
600 feet are cased with an 8-inch casing. The remainder of the well is 
an 8-inch open hole from 600 feet to total depth. The measured water 
level in the well is about 582 feet below land surface.  

The geophysical logs shown in figure 7 indicate that the subsurface 
geology is dominated by numerous basalt flows. A sedimentary sequence, 
approximately 90 feet thick, was encountered at a depth of about 175 
feet. Silicic rocks, probably rhyolite, exist at a depth of about 400 
feet below land surface and are nearly 90 feet thick. A zone of frac
tured basalt exists at depths from about 650 feet to 710 feet, which is 
below water level, and it could yield significant quantities of water.  

A pump was set in the well at a depth of about 630 feet for develop
ment and testing purposes. A test was run on well 103 from December 
22 to December 24, 1980. The duration of the test was about two days 
with a pumping rate of 85 gallons per minute (gpm) for the first 20 
minutes and an average rate of 96 gpm thereafter. No measurable water
level decline occurred in the well during the test.  

A total of seven water samples was taken at various times during the 
test for selected radiochemical and standard chemical analyses (see table 
1 and table 2 for selected representative analyses). No waste products 
were detectable in these samples (table 1). The ground-water chemistry 
is dominated by calcium, magnesium, and bicarbonate with minor concentra
tions of sodium, silica, sulfate, and chloride (table 2). This water 
chemistry type is consistent with that determined by Olmsted (1962) to be 
representative of ground water in the Snake River Plain aquifer prior to 
aqueous waste disposal...  

WELL 104 

The drilling of well 104 started on July 30 and was completed on 
August 22, 1980. The total depth of the well is 700 feet (fig. 8) with 
an 8-inch casing set to a depth of 550 feet. The remainder of the 
well, 550 to 700 feet, is an 8-inch open borehole. The measured water 
level is about 557 feet below land surface.  

The geophysical logs recorded in the borehole (fig. 8) indicate 
a predominance of basalt in the subsurface with two sedimentary layers 
being present at a depth approximately 135 feet and 340 feet below land 
surface. These sedimentary deposits are both about 25 feet thick. The 
logs also show a basalt with few openings near to and below the water 
level in the uncased portion of the borehole.
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Figure 7.-Diagrams showing well completion, geology, and 
geophysical logs for well 103.
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Table l.-Tritium and chloride analyses, and the 
specific conductance of water from wells 

drilled during the surmer of 1980 

Time of 
Well Date of collection Specific 
number collection (hours after Tritium Chloride conductance 

pumping started) (pCi/mL) (rng/L) (linhos/cm at 25
0

C)

103 
-Do
-Do
-Do
-Do
-Do
-Do

104 
-Do
-Do
-Do
-Do
-Do

105 
-Do
-Do
-Do
-Do
-Do
-Do

106 
-Do
-Do
-Do
-Do
-Do
-Do

107 
-Do
-Do
-Do
-Do
-Do
-Do

108 
-Do
-Do
-Do
-Do
-Do
-Do

109 
-Do

110 
--DO

-Do
-Do
-Do-

10-06-80 
12-22-80 
12-22-80 
12-23-80 
12-23-80 
12-23-80 
12-24-80 

10-06-80 
11-26-80 
12-05-80 
12-06-80 
12-07-80 
12-07-80 

10-06-80 
01-05-81 
01-05-81 
01-06-81 
01-06-81 
01-07-81 
01-07-81 

10-06-80 
01-09-81 
01-12-81 
01-12-81 
01-13-81 
01-13-81 
01-14-81 

10-06-80 
06-11-81 
06-11-81 
06-11-81 
06-11-81 
06-11-81 
06-12-81 

10-06-80 
12-29-80 
12-29-80 
12-30-80 
12-30-80 
12-31-80 
12-31-80 

10-08-80 
04-02-81 

10-08-80 
06-16-81 
06-16-81 
06-17-81 
06-25-81

2 

0.23 
5.25 

20.17 
27.67 
33 . 92 
45.58 

2 

0.13 
7.33 

17.22 
33.80 
44.80 

2 

0.25 
3.83 

20.08 
23.58 
38.92 
45.08 

___2 

0.25 
65.58 
69.92 
88.25 
97.75 

114.58 

__2 

0.04 
0.17 
0.50 
1.00 
4.00 

19.00 

2 

0.25 
3.25 

17.83 
26.08 
45.25 
51.50 

3 
3 

2 

0.04 
4.83 

17.83 
2.00

<0. 4 
<0.4 
<0.4 
<0. 4 
<0.4 
<0.4 
<0. 4 

<0.4 
<0.4 

0.6 
0.8 
1.0 
0.8 

<0. 4 
<0.4 
<0. 4 
<0.4 
<0.4 
<0.4 
<0.4 

3.2 
3.1 
3.4 
2.9 
2.5 
3.1 
3.1 

<0.4 
<0.3 
<0.3 
<0.3 
<0.3 
<0.3 
<0.3 

<0.4 
<0.4 
<0.4 
<0.4 
<0. 4 
<0.4 
<0.4 

<0.4 
<0.4 

<0.4 
<0.4 
<0.4 
<0.4 
<0.4

20 
14 
15 
14 
12 
13 
13 

13 
12 
12 
11 
11 
11 

19 
26 
27 
26 
26 
27 
28 

18 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 

18 
21 
22 
22 
21 
22 
22 

16 
17 
18 
17 
18 
18 
17 

26 
21 

27 
22 
21 
23 
23

260 
300 
300 
320 
310 
310 
300 

230 
270 
280 
270 
280 
270 

320 
370 
370 
370 
370 
370 
370 

270 
340 
340 
330 
330 
330 
330 

270 
310 
320 
320 
320 
300 
290 

250 
310 
300 
290 
310 
320 
310 

310 
310 

290 
310 
290 
300 
300

1Laboratory measurements made by the 

at the INML.  
2 Thief sampler used to collect water 
3Bailer used to.collect water sample.

Research Environmental Sciences Laboratory
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Table 2.--Chemical analyses of water from selepted wells drilled during the summer of 1980 

(Constituents are dissolved and in milligrams per liter unless indicated otherwise 1 

Specific Field Sodium 

conduc- water adsorp- Total 

tance temper- Magne- tion Potas- alkali

Well Date of 2 (Pmhos/cm ature Calcium sium Sodium ratio sium nity Silica 

number collection at 25°) pH (°C) (Ca) (Mg) (Na) (SAR) (K) (CaCO 3) (SiO2 )

(

Chlo- Fluo
Sulfate ride ride 

(SO 4 ) (Cl) (F)

103 12-24-80 353 7.9 14.0 35 15 13. 0.5 2.7 130 30 24 11. 0.3 

104 12-18-80 316 7.9 13.0 35 12 7.6 0.3 2.3 130 29 20 9.4 0.2 

105 01-07-81 413 8.0 14.0 43 16 14. 0.5 4.9 140 27 34 20. 0.3 

106 01-14-81 380 7.9 14.0 40 17 7.4 0.2 2.1 150 20 25 12. 0.2 

107 06-14-81 333 7.9 14.9 36 15 16. 0.6 3.2 131 32 26 17. 0.3 

108 12-31-80 347 7.7 13.0 35 15 11. 0.4 2.7 130 29 22 11. 0.3 

110 06-25-81 361 7.4 14.5 35 14 16. 0.6 3.5 130 33 20 20. 0.5 

1Laboratory measurements, except for water temperature, made at the U.S. Geological Survey's Central Laboratory, Denver, Colorado.  
2

Sample collected following many hours of pumiping.
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An aquifer test was run from December 6 to December 7, 1980 with 
a pump set at a depth of about 610 feet. The well was pumped at 21 gpm 

with a resultant water-level decline of 51 feet. The computed aquifer 

transmissivity for this test (using the semi-log, single-cycle, slope
intercept method described by Freeze and Cherry, 1979) was about 50 feet 

squared per day, with a computed specific capacity of about 0.4 gpm per 

foot of drawdown. As indicated by the geophysical logs, the aquifer 

water yield in the immediate vicinity of well 104 is much lower than 

those generally associated with the Snake River Plain aquifer (for 

example see Mundorff, Crosthwaite, and Kilburn, 1964; or Robertson, 
Schoen, and Barraclough, 1974).  

Six water samples were collected during the aquifer test and ana

lysed for various chemical and radiochemical constituents (see table 1 

and table 2). Chloride concentrations were low, which indicates that 

chloride wastes have not reached this well; however, tritium concentra
tions were found to be above the background levels of 0.05 to 0.1 pCi/mL 
as depicted by Barraclough and others (1966). The average concentration 

of tritium in the water samples was 0.6 pCi/mL and indicates that this 

particular waste constituent has traveled downgradient at least 6 miles 

from the nearest point of discharge. The ground-water chemistry is 

dominated by calcium, magnesium, and bicarbonate with minor concentra

tions of sodium, silica, sulfate, and chloride (table 2); it is closely 
similar to the chemistry of the water pumped from well 103.  

WELL 105 

The drilling of well 105 began on August 25 and was completed on 

September 9, 1980. The total depth of the well is 800 feet with an 

8-inch casing set from land surface to a depth of about 400 feet (fig.  
9). The remaining 400 feet of the well is uncased and exists as an open 

borehole. The water level in the well was measured at a depth of about 
670 feet below land surface.  

The geophysical logs shown in figure 9 indicate that basalt is the 

predominant rock type in the subsurface. A silicic rock layer, probably 

rhyolite, was encountered at a depth of approximately 245 feet and is 

nearly 85 feet thick. Underlying this rhyolite zone is a thin clay 

layer. The basalt near and below the well's water level is severely 

fractured and contains many openings and crevices.  

A pump was set in the well at a depth of about 720 feet and a test 

was run on the well from January 5 to January 7, 1981. The duration of 

the test was two complete days and the pumping rate averaged 63 gpm. No 

appreciable water-level decline was measured during the test.  

Seven pumped-water samples were collected during the test, and the 

results of their analyses are listed in table I and table 2. The results 

do not indicate the presence of tritium in appreciable concentrations 
in any of the water samples (table 1). The chloride concentrations,
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however, average 27 milligrams per liter (mg/L), and this is higher 

than the 10 to 20 mg/L range normally considered to be background levels 

for the regional aquifer (Robertson and Barraclough, 1973). This higher

than-background chloride concentration may not be associated with waste 

migration as other anomalously high chloride concentrations have been 

noted in the Snake River Plain aquifer that are not attributable to waste 

disposal (Robertson, Schoen, and Barraclough, 1974). Unknown hydrogeo

logic controls, such as varying rock types, could be contributing to the 

anomalous chloride values. Table 2 shows that the chemistry of the 

ground water in well 105 is dominated by calcium, magnesium, and bicar

bonate with minor concentrations of sodium, silica, chloride, and sulfate.  

WELL 106 

The drilling of well 106 started on August 18 and was completed 

on August 28, 1980. The total depth of the well is 760 feet. An 8-inch 

casing was set from the surface to a depth of about 400 feet (fig. 10).  

The remainder of the well was completed as 200 feet of 10-inch open hole 

to a depth of 600 feet and another 160 feet of 8-inch open hole to the 

total depth of 760 feet. The measured water level in the well is at a 

depth of about 587 feet below land surface.  

Figure 10 shows the geophysical logs recorded in well 106. The logs 

indicate that basalt flows and interbeds of clay and silt, are the 

predominant lithologic features in the subsurface. A prominent sedimen

tary zone is present at a depth of about 130 feet below land surface and 

is approximately 80 feet thick. A zone of fractured basalt is present at 

a depth of about 680 feet. This 80-foot thick fractured zone is below 

the well's water level and is in the uncased 8-inch open hole.  

A test was run on well 106 for two days from January 12 to January 

13, 1981. The pump was set at a depth of 640 feet and discharged 

95 gpm. No measurable water-level decline occurred during the test.  

During the test, six samples of the pumped ground water were col

lected for waste constituent analysis (table 1); and one sample was 

collected for standard chemical analyses (table 2). The analyses listed 

in table 1 indicate that tritium is present in the well water in an 

average concentration of 3.1 pCi/mL, which is above background levels.  

Chloride concentrations are also above background levels with an average 

concentration of 27 mg/L. These results show that both waste chloride 

and tritium have migrated at least six miles from their discharge points 

at the TRA and ICPP. The chloride concentration is not markedly above 

the background levels of 10 to 20 mg/L and, as in the case of well 105, 

may represent an anomalously high chloride concentration in the Snake 

River Plain aquifer. However, in the TRA-ICPP-CFA vicinity (see fig. 6), 

the background chloride concentration is about 12 mg/L (Robertson and 

Barraclough, 1973) and a part of the dissolved chloride in the water 

sampled from well 106 is likely supplemented by waste chloride. The 

analyses listed in table 2 show that the other constituents present are 

indicative of those normally found in the regional aquifer and the water 

chemistry is-similar to that of previously discussed wells.  
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WELL 107

The drilling of well 107 began on September 2 and was completed on 

September 8, 1980. The total depth of the well is 690 feet with an 

8-inch casing set to a depth of 195 feet below land surface (fig. 11).  

The remainder of the well is an 8-inch open hole from the termination 

of the casing at 195 feet to the total depth of 690 feet. The measured 

water level in the well is at a depth of about 480 feet.  

The geophysical logs illustrated in figure 11 indicate that basalt 

is the dominant rock type in the subsurface. Two thin sedimentary 

deposits were encountered during drilling, one at about 50 feet and the 

other at about 450 feet below land surface. The logs also indicate that 

extensive fracture zones are present in the uncased part of the well; one 

at about 190 to 250 feet below land surface, which contains several 

crevices, and another at a depth of about 340 to 440 feet. Following 

completion of the well, the borehole contained two partly bridged areas, 

one at a depth of about 500 feet and the other at 550 feet. The detrital 

material that created these obstructions could have originated in either 

of the fractured zones. Another zone of fractured basalt exists below 

the well's water level from a depth of about 500 to 530 feet.  

Well 107 was re-entered on May 7, 1981, to remove the obstructions 

in the borehole. Following this cleaning procedure, a 6-inch casing was 

suspended from land surface to a depth of 270 feet (fig. 11). The 

severely fractured zone at a depth of about 190 to 250 feet was therefore 

cased out. A caliper tool was then run to the bottom of the borehole, 

and indicated that this cleaning and casing procedure had stabilized the 

caving and bridging problem. The "recompletion" process was completed on 

May 12, 1981.  

A test was made on well 107 from June 11 to June 12, 1981. The pump 

for this test was set at a depth of about 530 feet. The duration of the 

test was 19 hours with a pumping rate of 125 gpm. No measurable water

level decline occurred in the well during the test. Six water samples 

were taken at v~fious times during the test for selected radiochemical 

and standard chemical analyses. No waste products were detectable in 

these samples (table 1). The ground water is also dominanted by calcium, 

magnesium, and bicarbonate, with minor concentrations of sodium, silica, 

sulfate, and chloride (table 2).  

WELL 108 

The drilling of well 108 started on September 11 and was completed 

on September 18, 1980. The total depth of the well is 760 feet with an 

8-inch casing set from land surface to a depth of 400 feet (fig. 12). An 

8-inch open hole makes up the remaining part of the well, from the end of 

the casing to the well's total depth at 760 feet. The measured water 

level is at 607 feet below land surface.
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The geophysical logs recorded in the borehole (fig. 12) indicate 
that basalt dominates the subsurface geology. Two thick sedimentary 
deposits occur in the well at depths of about 180 to 280 feet and 360 to 
390 feet. The deeper layer of sediment overlies a silicic rock zone, 
probably rhyolite, that extends to a depth of about 430 feet. A zone of 
fractured basalt with numerous openings occurs near and just below the 
well's water level, and a crevice zone is located about 60 feet below 
this static water level.  

A test was run on well 108 from December 29 to December 31, 1980.  
The pumping rate was 88 gpm and the pump was set at a depth of about 660 
feet. The duration of the test was 42 hours, during which no appreciable 
water-level decline was measured.  

The selected waste constituent analyses of six water samples col
lected during the test (table 1) give no indication that waste products 
are present in well 108. As shown by the analyses in table 2, the water 
is dominanted by calcium, magnesium, and bicarbonate with minor concen
trations of sodium, silica, sulfate, and chloride. As in the cases of 
wells 103, 104, 105, 106, and 107 analyses, this ground-water chemical 
characterization is similar to that normally found in the Snake River 
Plain aquifer not affected by aqueous waste disposal (Olmsted, 1962).  

WELL 109 

The drilling of well 109 began on September 13 and was completed on 
September 26, 1980. The total depth of the well is 800 feet below land 
surface with an 8-inch casing extending to a depth of 180 feet and a 
6-inch casing extending from a depth of about 180 to 345 feet (fig. 13).  
The remainder of the well is a 6-inch open hole from a depth of 345 
feet to the total depth of 800 feet. The measured water level in the 
well is at a depth of about 620 feet.  

The geophysical logs shown in figure 13 indicate that various basalt 
flows dominate the subsurface geology. Several thin sedimentary layers 
and zones of fractured basalt are located throughout the sequence of rock 
units penetrated by the well. The upper surface of an 80-foot thick 
silicic rock zone, probably rhyolite, is located about 230 feet below 
land surface. Immediately overlying this silicic rock unit is a sedimen
tary deposit of clayey silt approximately 20-feet thick. The caliper log 
(fig. 13) depicts many zones of fractured basalt with crevices occurring 
in the borehole below the well's water level.  

Following well completion, an obstruction existed in the well at 
about 635 feet below land surface. To correct this problem the well was 
cleaned, the obstruction removed, and a 4-inch casing set in the bore
hole. The 4-inch casing was set from the land surface to the well's 
total depth of 800 feet (fig. 13). The lower 200 feet of the casing was 
perforated for well development and pumping purposes. This cleaning and 
additional casing process began on May 12 and was completed on May 20, 
1981.
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An aquifer test has not been made with the well because of the 
non-availability of a small-diameter submersible pump. Therefore, an 
analysis of pumped well-water is not possible, to date. A bailing method 
was used to collect two samples of well water directly above the obstruc
tion, prior to well recompletion, and analyses were made for tritium and 
waste chloride, and the specific conductance was measured (table 1). No 
tritium was detected in the samples but the chloride concentrations were 
higher than background levels. These concentrations are similar to those 
in nearby well 105. The relatively high chloride concentrations may 
represent a natural anomalous occurrence as speculated for well 105.  

WELL 110 

The drilling of well 110 started on September 20 and was completed 
on September 27, 1980. The total depth of the well is 780 feet with an 
8-inch casing set from land surface to a depth of 350 feet (fig. 14).  
The remainder of the well is completed as an 8-inch open hole from 
the bottom of the casing to its total depth of 780 feet. The measured 
water level in the well is at a depth of about 570 feet.  

The geophysical logs depicted in figure 14 indicate that the sub
surface geology is dominated by basalt. Two rather thin sedimentary 
layers occur at depths of approximately 460 and 580 feet. Much of the 
basalt, however, is fractured with several significant openings both 
above and below water level. Two cinder zones were also encountered in 
the borehole (fig. 14); one of particular importance is in the uncased 
part of the well below water level. Caving in this lower cinder zone and 
detritus from the uphole layers of sediment and fractured basalt, filled 
the well with material to a level about 620 feet below land surface.  
From April 28 to May 7, 1981, the well was cleaned and the detrital 
material removed; a 6-inch casing was set from the land surface to a 
depth of 780 feet to preclude caving material from entering the borehole.  
The lower 200 feet of this 6-inch casing was perforated prior to installa
tion to facilitate well.4evelopment and pumping.  

A test was made on well 110 from June 16 to June 17, 1981, and 
lasted for about 24 hours. The pump was set at a depth of about 620 feet 
and pumped at a rate of 92 gpm. No measurable decline occurred in the 
well's water level during the test. Three water samples were taken at 
various times during the test for selected radiochemical analyses. No 
tritium was detected in the samples but the chloride concentrations were 
higher than background levels (table 1). As in the cases of wells 105 
and 109, the high chloride concentrations may be due to a natural anoma
lous occurrence. Due to generator problems, the test was terminated 
prematurely and a sample for a standard analysis was not collected.  
However, on June 25, 1981 the well was again pumped for a few hours and 
samples were taken for selected radiochemical and standard chemical 
analyses. The results of the previous radiochemical analyses were 
verified (table 1) and the standard chemical analysis (table 2) indicates 
the ground water is dominated by calcium, magnesium, sodium, and bicarbon
ate with minor concentrations of silica, sulfate, and chloride.
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HYDROGEOLOGIC INTERPRETATION OF DATA

SUBSURFACE GEOLOGY 

Basaltic lava flows interbedded with silty to sandy alluvial and 
lacustrine sediments, rhyolitic air-fall ash deposits, and ash-flow 
tuffs, constitute the upper 3,000 feet of the eastern Snake River Plain 
in the vicinity of the INEL (Walker, 1964; Zohdy and Stanley, 1973; Nace 
and others, 1975; Kuntz and others, 1979; Kuntz and Dalrymple, 1979; and 
Doherty, McBroome, and Knntz, 1979). The lithology near the center of 
the INEL was quantified by the drilling of a deep well, the 10,365-foot
deep INEL-l well (see fig. 6), in the southern part of the site during 
the spring of 1979. The upper 2,445 feet of the rocks penetrated by this 
well consist of basaltic lava flows interbedded with cinders, silt, sand, 
and tuffaceous silt (Doherty, McBroome, and Kuntz, 1979). Similar rock 
units were expected to be penetrated by drilling the eight shallow wells 
near the INEL's southern boundary. The proximity of rhyolitic rocks at 
the Big Southern Butte to the well sites indicated that rhyolitic rocks 
may also be encountered at shallow depths. Silicic rocks were found in 
the subsurface in wells 103, 105, 108, and 109 (see figs. 7, 9, 12, and 
13). Silicic rocks were previously found in several other observation 
wells near the INEL's southern boundary; namely, the Cerro Grande, Leo 
Rogers, Core Hole 1, number 1 and number 14 labeled wells on figure 6.  
No silicic rocks were found in the other wells.  

Figure 15 shows the traces of three hydrogeologic sections that 
consist of selected existing observation wells plus those drilled during 
the 1980 drilling program. Hydrogeologic section A-A' (fig. 16) depicts 
the subsurface geology from the north, in the vicinity of the south
central part of the INEL, to several miles south of the southern boundary 
of the INEL. This section also shows that the regional water-table 
gradient is to the south at about 4 feet per mile. Two east-west hydro
geologic sections, B-B' (fig. 17) and C-C' (fig. 18), show the subsurface 
geology near the southern boundary of the INEL. These latter two sections 
also show a minor compoqent of the regional water table gradient from the 
east to west of about 2 feet per mile.  

Hydrogeologic section A-A' (fig. 16) delineates the shallow subsur
face geology as several basalt flows interbedded with several sedimentary 
deposits in its northern part. To the south the section grades into a 
sequence of interbedded basalt flows with fewer sedimentary deposits.  
Beginning with well 103, a moderately thick silicic rock unit thickens to 
the south toward well 14. The thicker silicic rock units are near Cedar 
Butte. The vertical position of the silicic layer in the geologic 
sequence does not give an indication of its origin. Coring of the 
silicic unit for comprehensive petrofabric, mineralogic, and/or age 
dating analyses would be the only means of determining its emplacement 
mechanism.  

Hydrogeologic sections B-B' and C-C' (figs. 17 and 18) also show 
increasing amounts of silicic rocks in the subsurface from the north to 
the south near the vicinity of the INEL's southern boundary. Section
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Figure 15.--Location of hydrogeologic sections in the southwestern 

INEL and vicinity.  
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B-B', located a few miles north of the boundary (see fig. 15), shows that 

the subsurface is dominated by several basalt flows interbedded with 

varying thicknesses of sedimentary deposits. Section C-C', nearly 

parallel to the INEL's southern boundary (see fig. 15), shows subsurface 

silicic rock units in the vicinity of and immediately north of the Big 

Southern Butte. The numbers and thicknesses of sedimentary layers in 

both of these sections generally decrease from west to east and indicate 

that lacustrine and fluvial deposition, from streams exiting the moun

tains and valleys northwest of the INEL, has been an ongoing process 

through recent geologic time. Silicic rocks in section C-C' located in 

the eastern part of the trace, namely Corehole 1, are part of a rhyolitic 

dome that is between the Middle (fig. 15) and East Butte-located about 

three miles east of the Middle Butte (Kuntz and Dalrymple, 1979).  

Silicic units that may be associated with the Big Southern Butte are 

present at different vertical positions; wells 105 and 109 represent one 

unit and wells 103 and 108 represent the other (fig. 18). Wells 105 and 

109 contain a silicic unit that correlates with a layer of sediment in 

nearby wells. Wells 103 and 108 contain a silicic unit lying at a 

stratigraphically lower level than the one in wells 105 and 109, but it 

also appears to correlate with a fine-grained sediment layer in adjoining 

wells of the section. Well 108 contains a sedimentary layer directly 

overlying the silicic unit that may represent a part of the sedimentary 

deposit not altered during the intrusion of silicic rocks. Intensive 

studies of cored samples taken from boreholes drilled near these loca

tions may verify or change these observations.  

The source areas of both basalt flows and rhyolite units in this and 

other parts of the eastern Snake River Plain have been a subject of 

discussion in many recent publications (for example see Kuntz, 1978; 

Doherty, 1979; Doherty, McBroome, and Kuntz, 1979; Kuntz and others, 

1980). Basalt flows in the southwestern part of the INEL erupted from 

fissure vents in rift zones (fig. 19) that traverse the Snake River 

Plain from the northwest to the southeast (Kuntz, 1978). One, the Arco 

volcanic rift zone, traverses the southwestern corner of the INEL (Kuntz 

and others, 1980) and was a locus for basaltic eruptions. Silicic rocks 

in the subsurface "in the same general area are associated with rhyolite 

domes (for example the Big Southern Butte) that are also within the Arco 

rift zone (Kuntz, 1978). The geologic information gained from the summer 

1980 drilling program neither supports nor refutes the existence of the 

rift zone in the subsurface. Hydrogeologic sections A-A' (fig. 16) and 

C-C' (fig. 18) show that silicic rocks are interbedded with subsurface 

basalt flows and sedimentary layers, but their exact mode of emplacement 

and origin cannot be determined precisely from the well data.  

SNAKE RIVER PLAIN AQUIFER 

Hydrology 

The information gained about the Snake River Plain aquifer during 

the 1980 drilling program has not suggested major revisions in hydrogeo

logic concepts but has refined and quantified these concepts. For
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example, the water-table configuration shown in figure 3 would not be 

altered drastically if each of the water-level measurements for the newly 

drilled wells were omitted. The measurements have, however, allowed for 

a more precise delineation of the water-table altitude and configuration 

near the southern boundary of the INEL and have added to the baseline 

data for the INEL site.  

The measurements of the ground-water altitude in each of the newly 

drilled wells have also emphasized that a change in the gradient of the 

water table occurs near the southern boundary of the INEL (fig. 3).  

The gradient near and directly south of the Central Facilities Area (CFA) 

is about 7.5 feet per mile, but changes abruptly to about 2 feet per mile 

near the boundary. This change to a lesser gradient was also noted by 

Barraclough, Lewis, and Jensen (1981) on a similar water-table depiction 

made for July 1978 and by Barraclough and Jensen (1976) for a July 1972 

water-table configuration. A minor difference between the later and 

earlier depictions is that the area of lesser gradient is a few miles 

upgradient. This change of position may coincide with the net decline of 

the surface of the water table during the past few years.  

The lesser-gradient zone indicates the probable occurrence of a 

highly transmissive zone in the immediate area and a zone of lower 

transmissivity upgradient. Kuntz (fig. 3, 1978) showed the geographical 

relationships of the Great Rift Zone, of which the Craters of the Moon 

National Monument is a part; the Rock Corral Butte volcanic rift zone; 

the Arco volcanic rift zone; and selected facilities contained within the 

INEL site. The Great Rift Zone, approximately 20 miles hydrologically 

downgradient from the southern boundary of the INEL (see fig. 19), has 

been depicted as a zone of low permeability by previous investigators 

(Mundorff, Crosthwaite, and Kilburn, 1964; Norvitch, Thomas, and Madison, 

1969; and Crosthwaite, 1973). Two of these studies generalized in their 

treatment of the transmissive properties of the regional aquifer in the 

volcanic rift zone area; but Crosthwaite (1973) made a more detailed 

study of the water-table configuration in the vicinity of this prominent 

volcanic rift zone. Figure 3 from Crosthwaite (1973) shows that the 

water-table gradient increases dramatically as the Great Rift Zone is 

approached from the northeast. This change in gradient is interpreted to 

indicate that the rocks in the Great Rift Zone, or in a subsurface 

northeastern extension thereof, are less transmissive or have lower 

hydgaulic conductivities than rock units hydrologically upgradient or 

downgradient. The Great Rift Zone, therefore, forms a barrier to region

al ground-water movement because it is oriented transverse to the direc

tion of flow, as is the Arco volcanic rift zone. Therefore, it appears 

that a northeastward subsurface extension of the Arco volcanic rift 

zone may be correlated with a zone of less transmissive rock units, and 

is responsible for the steep water-table gradient in the southwestern 

part of the INEL (fig. 3).  

The ground-water-transporting properties of the Snake River Plain 

aquifer underlying the INEL and vicinity have been estimated by areal 

techniques rather than definitively characterized by quantitative methods
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such as aquifer tests. The lateral immensity of the aquifer and its 
heterogeneous nature, its total water volume, the lack of hydrological 
data in certain areas, and the improbability of drilling a well that 
fully penetrates the aquifer; have all added to the difficulty of quanti
fying the aquifer's hydrologic properties. One such diagnostic property 
of the aquifer is its transmissivity (T), the rate at which water of the 
prevailing kinematic viscosity is transmitted through a unit width of the 
aquifer under a unit hydraulic gradient (Lohman, 1972, p. 6). The 
transmissivity may be defined as: 

T = Kb [L T-1, (i) 

where b is the aquifer thickness and K is the hydraulic conductivity of 
the aquifer. Lohman (1972) defined K as follows: A medium has a hydrau
lic conductivity of unit length per unit time if it will transmit in unit 
time a unit volume of ground water at the prevailing viscosity through a 
cross section of unit area, measured at right angles to the flow direc
tion, under a hydraulic gradient of unit change in head through unit 
length of flow. Previous workers (such as Norvitch, Thomas, and Madison, 
1969; and Robertson, 1974) have utilized flow net analyses, an areal 
method described by Bennett (1962), to estimate T values for the aquifer.  

The flow net analysis technique used for estimating T utilizes a 
finite-difference approximation of the basic ground-water flow principle, 
Darcy's Law. A simple statement of Darcy's Law is that the rate of 
laminar flow of water through a sand aquifer is proportional to the 
hydraulic gradient. A generalized formulation of Darcy's Law follows 
(after Lohman, 1972, p. 10): 

Q = -K dh/dl A [L T- 1, (2) 

where 

K = hydraulic conductivity, previously defined for 
oquation 1, [LT 1-, 

dh/dl = hydraulic gradient, unit change in head with 
unit length, parallel to flow direction, [L1 L-'] 
or dimensionless, and 

A = Cross sectional area, transverse to flow direction, 
through which the rate (volume) of flow (Q) is 
measured, [L 2] 

However, 
A - bw 

where b = aquifer thickness, [L], and 

w = aquifer width, [L],
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therefore, by direct substitution into equation 2

Q - -Kb dh/dl w, 

and, from equation 1, T = Kb, hence 

Q = -T dh/dl w. (3) 

This form of Darcy's Law gives the volumetric rate of ground-water 

flow in terms of the hydraulic gradient and two aquifer properties, 

transmissivity and width. Thus, by constructing a flow net so that flow 

lines intersect orthogonally with equipotential lines in a mesh-like 

array of squares, where a segment of the aquifer width (Aw) will be 

approximately equal to the distance between equipotential lines (Al-for 

instance, the distance between altitude contours of the water-table 

configuration shown in figure 3), equation 3 may be rewritten as a 

finite-difference equation for the flow, AQ, through an elemental square 

of thickness, b, in the following manner: 

AQ = -T Aw Ah/Al [L3 T-1. (4) 

But by construction Aw = Al, and equation 4 may be rewritten as: 

AQ = -T Ah [L3 T-1 ]. (5) 

However, Norvitch, Thomas, and Madison (1969) and Robertson (1974) 

assumed the aquifer thickness, b, was constant so that the changes in T 

values reflect only changes in hydraulic conductivity and, hence, permea

bility. Therefore, the T maps published in the aforementioned reports 

depict zones of high permeability for areas assigned high T values and 

conversely, low permeability for those areas with lower T values. Also, 

it is apparent from equation 5, to maintain a constant flow (AQ) through 

each element in question, the change in hydraulic head (Ah) must vary 

inversely to T when differing zones of transmissivity are encountered in 

the aquifer flows system. Thus, the poorly permeable Great Rift Zone is 

depicted as an area of low T values (Mundorff, Crosthwaite, and Kilburn, 

1964; and Norvitch, Thomas, and Madison, 1969), and also as an associated 

area of steep hydraulic gradient as pointed out by Crosthwaite (1973).  

It should be noted that flow-net analyses are valid only for systems that 

are in steady-state conditions, which may present problems in the Snake 

River Plain aquifer.  

Figure 20 is a projection of part of Robertson's (1974) T map 

for the southwestern INEL and vicinity. The Arco volcanic rift zone is 

correlatable with the zone of low T values in the southwest corner of the 

INEL, indicating that it too may be a zone of low permeability as is the 

Great Rift Zone to the southwest. This conclusion is supported in 

general by the T values depicted in the same area by Mundorff, Crosth

waite, and Kilburn (1964). However, these observations are not supported 

by Norvitch, Thomas, and Madison's (1969) T values for the southwestern 
INEL, which show a zone of high T's in the same general area. The tests
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Figure 20.--Generalized transmissivity contours for the Snake River Plain 
aquifer, southwestern INEL and vicinity 

(from Robertson, 1974).  
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made on wells 103, 105, 106, and 108, which are located in the low T zone 

of figure 20, resulted in no measurable water-level declines; the water

table gradient is nearly flat in the same area; and Robertson's (1974) T 

map was based on a water-table map affected by local recharge and thus a 

transient steep gradient. Therefore, it appears that T values are high 

near the southwest corner of the INEL.  

The basic data used by Norvitch, Thomas, and Madison (1969) were 

collected during several years of unusually high flow measured in the Big 

Lost River at the INEL diversion dam (Robertson, Schoen, and Barraclough, 

1974), and large quantities of this flow were spread over the diversion 

areas (see fig. 2) to prevent downstream flooding of the INEL facilities.  

This flow diversion undoubtedly added a large amount of recharge to the 

aquifer in the immediate area. The anomalously high ground-water levels 

could have produced a flow net unrepresentative of normal flow condi

tions; and the recharge mound would have created a steep water-table 

gradient in the immediate area. T values estimated under these condi

tions would have been estimated to be lower than normal.  

The tests on wells 103, 105, 106, and 108 were made at pumping rates 

of less than 100 gpm. No measurable water-level declines occurred during 

the tests at these pumping rates. Perhaps with increased pumping rates, 

significant drawdowns could be measured and the aquifer's water-bearing 

properties could be analyzed. The test on well 104 did yield some 

measurable results that were listed in a previous section of this report.  

Tests on well 83, located about two miles north of well 104 (see fig. 6), 

indicate T values similar to that of the 50 feet squared per day deter

mined for well 104 (J. T. Barraclough, oral commun., 1981). This T 

value is much lower than the T contour line nearest the well (fig. 20).  

This indicates that an area of low permeability may exist in the immedi

ate vicinity of wells 83 and 104; but it may also suggest that these 

wells were completed, by chance, near the mid part (vertically) of a 

laterally small basalt flow, where the most dense and least permeable 

basalt is found.  

The steep water-table gradient shown in figure 3 may be correlated 

with the low transmissivity zone in figure 20; they both coincide with 

the Arco volcanic rift zone as delineated by Kuntz and others (1980).  

Earlier it was noted that the hydraulic gradient associated with the 

Great Rift Zone was much steeper than that either upgradient or down

gradient (Crosthwaite, 1973). This also appears to be the case for the 

Arco volcanic rift zone. These rocks of low permeability may be associ

ated with the rift where magmatic rocks were solidified as dikes in the 

vents or fissures. The dikes may tend to "heal" the volcanic rift zone 

by sealing many subsurface openings. This phenomenon is noticeable in 

many Hawaiian volcanic rift zones (M. A. Kuntz, oral commun., 1981). The 

dike forms a vertical "curtain" of dense rocks that tend to impede the 

horizontal flow of ground water because the volcanic rift zone is orien

ted transversely to the regional ground-water flow direction.  

Figure 20 shows that the zone of very high T values located south

east of the Big Southern Butte coincides with the junction of the Arco 

volcanic rift zone, and the southwest-northeast trending Rock Corral
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Butte volcanic rift zone (fig. 19). The contours are elongated in the 
same direction as the trend of the Rock Corral Butte volcanic rift zone, 
which is parallel to the direction of ground-water flow. These relation
ships indicate that where a volcanic rift zone in the Snake River Plain 
aquifer is oriented parallel to the flow direction, the fissures, vents, 
fractures, faults, and other openings connected with the rift zone may 
provide a conduit for ground-water flow. The Rock Corral Butte volcanic 
rift zone appears to be an area of high anisotropic permeability; and 
with additional field data, the comparable area on figure 3 could exhibit 
an even lesser water-table gradient than that depicted.  

Water Quality 

The ground water in the Snake River Plain aquifer has been classi
fied as of the calcium-magnesium bicarbonate type with moderate concen
trations of sodium, silica, sulfate, and chloride (Olmsted, 1962; Mun
dorff, Crosthwaite, and 'Kilburn, 1964; and Robertson, Schoen, and 
Barraclough, 1974). The results of the standard analyses listed in table 
2 tend to support this concept; and as noted by Robertson, Schoen, and 
Barraclough (1974), suggest that the water chemistry reflects little 
influence of the basalts in the aquifer matrix; but rather is controlled 
by reactions with minerals in the rocks of the surrounding mountains and 
alluvial valleys, where the ground water must have had longer residency 
time in rocks in the saturated zone that are more soluble, and by reac
tions with minerals in the sedimentary deposits present in the aquifer 
matrix.  

The information obtained from the wells drilled in the summer 1980 
did not alter the concepts regarding the rock-type makeup of the aquifer 
except that silicic rocks were penetrated in several boreholes. In 
each case these silicic rocks were present in the subsurface above the 
regional water table (figs. 16 and 18) and probably have had no influence 
on the chemical composition of ground water in the immediate area.  
Silicic rocks may be present in the deeper parts of the aquifer not 
penetrated by these few.wells. If the ground water from the deeper part 
of the aquifer contained more sodium, silica, and fluoride than that of 
the shallower part, especially when not accompanied by abundant chloride, 
the breakdown of silicic rock might be indicated as the source of the 
specific ions (Robertson, Schoen, and Barraclough, 1974). Regardless of 
the hydrogeologic interpretation, it appears that large variations in the 
chemical composition of ground water in the Snake River Plain aquifer are 
results of many influences such as numerous and thick sedimentary depos
its being present in the aquifer matrix, varieties of recharge sources 
and, to a lesser extent, aqueous waste disposal.  

DISTRIBUTION OF WASTE PRODUCTS 

The distribution of a nonradioactive waste product, chloride; 
specific conductance values; and the radioactive waste product, tritium; 
all ground-water-quality parameters that are influenced by waste disposal, 
are discussed and illustrated in this section.
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The waste plumes exhibit similar configurations and show correspond

ingly decreasing concentrations downgradient from the ICPP discharge well 
and to the south of the ICPP. The waste plumes are not as well defined 
south of the TRA because of gaps in the observation well data base and 
because of possible dilution by recharge from surface-water flow in the 
nearby Big Lost River. Analyses of the water samples collected from the 
eight newly drilled wells have aided in the depiction of the southern 

extent of the waste plumes and the concentrations of waste products.  
The water samples collected from well 109 were bailer samples and may 
not be representative of the ground water in this part of the aquifer.  
The results of the chemical analyses of samples that were collected by 
the thief sampler, bailer, and by pumping (table 1) indicate that the 
constituents in the pumped samples differ in concentration from those in 
samples taken by other collection methods.  

Chloride 

The average concentration of waste chloride disposed of through 

the ICPP well during 1979 and 1980 was 206 mg/L (Batchelder, 1980b and 
1981b). This is an increase over the average discharge concentration of 
179 mg/L for 1974 through 1978 as reported by Barraclough, Lewis, and 
Jensen (1981). The background or normal concentration of chloride in the 
Snake River Plain aquifer in the TRA-ICPP vicinity is generally between 8 
and 15 mg/L. The disposal of waste chloride through the ICPP disposal 
well, plus a very small contribution from the percolation of waste water 

from the overlying chemical-waste disposal pond at the TRA, has created a 
large and laterally dispersed waste plume in the Snake River Plain 
aquifer (fig. 21). The waste chloride covers about 25 mi of the 
regional aquifer.  

Figure 21 shows the distribution of waste chloride in the aquifer in 

October 1980, which is similar in configuration to the distribution 
determined for September 1977 by Barraclough, Lewis, and Jensen (1981).  
However, the concentrations within the plume have increased and the 
concentration contours have been extended in a southerly direction, 
downgradient 2 t6 3 miles, with the inclusion of the waste chloride found 
in well 106 (table 1) into the data base. The new position of the 

leading edge of the plume is due primarily to the inclusion of this new 

information from areas previously not covered by observation wells.  

Specific Conductance 

The disposal of dissolved ionic constituents increases the ionic 
strength of water and its specific conductance, which is a measure of 

it's ability to conduct an electric current. The specific conductance of 

ground water in the Snake River Plain aquifer containing no waste water 
normally ranges from 300 to 325 mhos/cm in the ICPP-TRA area (Robertson, 

Schoen, and Barraclough, 1974). Waste water disposed through the ICPP 
disposal well and leakage from the TRA chemical-waste disposal ponds have 
increased the specific conductance of the regional ground water signifi
cantly (fig. 22), and have created a detectable area of higher-than-
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Figure 21. -Distribution of waste chloride in the Snake River Plain 
aquifer, ICPP-TRA vicinity, October 1980.
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normal values approximately 20 mi2 in size. The specific conductance 
values of the sampled water from the eight new wells created only a 
slight modification to the shape of the effected aquifer area as depicted 
by Barraclough, Lewis, and Jensen (1981) for October 1978. Wells 105 and 
106 were the only new wells that indicated a significantly higher-than
natural specific conductance in the aquifer. However, as previously 
mentioned, the anomalous chemistry of well 105 water probably reflects 
natural influences rather than waste disposal effects. Natural high and 
low anomalies in the specific conductance or total dissolved solids 
content of ground water have also been observed in other areas of the 
regional aquifer in the INEL vicinity (Robertson, Schoen, and Barra
clough, 1974).  

Tritium 

The injection of tritium through the ICPP disposal well into the 
Snake River Plain aquifer, plus the simultaneous percolation of tritium 
contaminated waste water from a perched ground-water zone that underlies 
the radioactive and chemical-waste ponds at the TRA, has resulted in a 
large, dispersed plume of tritium in the regional ground-water system 
(fig. 23). The October 1980 plume illustrated by figure 23 is closely 
similar to a plume depicted by Barraclough, Lewis, and Jensen (1981) for 
October 1978. The results of the analyses of the ground water from the 
newly drilled wells have, however, allowed for a better delineation of 
the southward leading edge of the plume. The analyses have, in fact, 
shown a greater degree of lateral dispersion of the plume than determined 
previously. The waste plume covers about 30 mi2 , and tritium has migrated 
about 7.6 miles downgradient from the ICPP disposal well and the TRA 
disposal ponds since disposal began in 1952 and 1953. The arrival of 
tritium at the Radioactive Waste Management Complex (RWMC) was first 
detected in 1975. The apparent velocity of tritium migration, based on 
first arrivals from either the TRA radioactive-waste ponds or the ICPP 
disposal well, ranges from 4 to 5 feet per day since the beginning of 
disposal operations. This probably is not indicative, however, of the 
ground-water flow velocity.  

The highest tritium values were found south of the ICPP and south of 
the disposal ponds at the TRA as shown by the concentration contours in 
figure 23. The concentration contours between the ICPP and the CFA have 
generally retreated upgradient toward the disposal well because of a 
reduction of tritium disposal over the past several years.  

COMPARISON OF WASTE DISTRIBUTION TO 
MODEL SIMULATIONS 

Perhaps the most significant information gained from the 1980 
well-drilling program was the determination of the waste chloride and 
tritium plumes for October 1980. A predictive digital model (Robertson, 
1974) was developed and employed to project simulations of these waste 
plumes for the years 1980 and 2000. Calibration of the model was based
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on the then existing INEL data base for hydrologic and waste-disposal 
information and was compared with the historical data prior to 1973. The 
data acquired through the drilling program and the interpretations 
therefrom are of great significance in providing additional input and 
verification data for the model. These data are essential for model 
recalibration and in supplying the information required to determine 
accurately the southern extent of the waste plumes, their overall shape, 
and the concentration of waste products within the affected areas.  

Digital Model Description 

The migration and distribution of waste solutes in ground water 
depend on hydraulic constraints in addition to those of dispersion and 
aqueous chemistry (Robertson, 1977). Therefore, it is necessary first to 
define and model the hydraulics of the system prior to solute-transport 
modeling. The solute-transport model is then coupled to the hydraulic 
model for simultaneous solution. The hydraulic segment of the model 
approximates the solution of the standard transient partial differential 
equation of ground-water flow in a bounded, two-dimensional, one-layered 
aquifer by finite-differance techniques. The flow equation employed by 
the hydraulic segment of Robertson's (1974) model may be formulated as 

(6T hxx i + T 6y - Wxy5t), (6) 

where 

S = storage coefficient, [dimensionless], 

h = hydraulic head, [LI, 

t = time, (T], 

2 -1 T = transmissivity, [L T-l, 

x,y = cartesian coordinates, [L], 

i,j = unit vectors of direction, and 

W = flux of source or sink, [LT -I].  

The approximation uses the iterative, alternating-direction implicit 
method as described by Pinder and Bredehoeft (1968), and Bredehoeft and 
Pinder (1970). The hydraulic model generates the velocity of ground
water flow at each finite-grid point and time step, and these flow rates 
and directions are then used for the velocity field in the chemical
solute transport segment of the model to simulate the migration of the 
waste products in time and two-dimensional space (Robertson, 1974).
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In modelling a complex system, it is necessary to make simplifying 

assumptions to solve the problem efficiently and still maintain a model 

that is adequately representative of the real system. Many of the 

assumptions employed by Robertson's (1974) and other modeling studies of 

the Snake River Plain aquifer (see Norvitch, Thomas, and Madison, 1969; 

and Moreland, 1976), are as follows: 

(1) Ground-water flow within the aquifer obeys Darcy's Law, and 

the aquifer is composed of isotropic and homogeneous material; 

(2) Flow in the aquifer is two-dimensional, no vertical component 

is considered; 

(3) The aquifer is sufficiently thick so that T does not change 

with water-level changes; 

(4) Recharge and discharge to and from the ground-water system is 

instantaneous, no transit time is involved; 

(5) The model area is large enough for the justification of 

neglecting aquifer effects outside the model boundaries; 

(6) Ground-water storage changes occur instantaneously with water

level changes, a constant value of 0.1 was used for the 

storage coefficient; 

(7) Intermittent recharge from significant surface-water flow is 

simulated by recharge wells at each node along the course of 

the Big Lost River; and 

(8) The recharge to, or discharge from, a node occurs at a con

stant flux rate over the entire nodal cell.  

Many of the above described assumptions about the hydrologic system 

are not entirely. true on a local scale. With the size of the area 

involved and the time transgression required for the many iterations 

needed to simulate accurately a particular parameter, it appears reason

able to assume that ground-water flow in the aquifer will approximately 

obey Darcy's Law (Robertson, 1974); in non-recharge or non-discharge 

areas, flow will occur only in two dimensions with the given physical 

constraints, but in areas of recharge or discharge there may be signifi

cant components of vertical flow; and the aquifer effects outside the 

model area may be validly ignored (Robertson and Barraclough, 1973). The 

assumption that T values are constant at a node despite changes in 

ground-water levels appears to be valid when comparing the relatively 

small changes in water levels to the total saturated thickness of the 

aquifer. Also many of the assumptions are time independent, such as 

ground-water recharge, discharge, and storage changes, with water-level 

changes. These assumptions are certainly not true for very localized 

situations of a short duration, but again with the large size of the 

modeled area and over longer time periods, year-to-year conditions, the
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minimal time dependent changes may be ignored (Moreland, 1976). The 
assumption that recharge or discharge occurs at a constant flux rate over 
the entire nodal cell appears legitimate for the spatial and temporal 
scales involved and the very high transmissivities of this aquifer 
(Moreland, 1976).  

The second segment of the model consisted of simulating the chem
ical-solute transport in flowing ground water. This transport is 
described by a partial differential equation and its approximated solu
tion must be correlated simultaneously with that of the hydraulic flow 
equation (equation 6). The following differential equation describes the 
transport of dissolved constituents that are subject to the effects of 
convective transport; velocity divergence; two-dimensional hydrodynamic 
dispersion; instantaneous equilibrium, linear isotherm, reversible 
adsorption; and radioactive decay (Bear, 1972; Robertson, 1974; and 
Robertson, 1977): 

a b c d e f 

6Cn - .(n )- C(7 = (-+KdE-Kd) n (V.(Cn) - QCs) -n n'7) 

where 

C n= concentration of solute n in the ground water, [ML-3] n 

t = time, [TI], 

S= effective porosity, [dimensionless], 

Kd = equilibrium distribution coefficient for instantaneous, linear isotherp, reversible adsorption, [dimensionless], 

V = •x i + J J, where i, j are unit vectors of direction, 
x 15 

= dispersion coefficient tensor, [L2 T-], 

q = specific discharge vector of ground-water flow, [LT 

Q = production rate of a source or sink, (T-l], 

C = concentration of solute n in a source or sink [ML-3 ], and 

S= radioactive decay constant for solute n, [T- ].  n 

Term "a" in equation 7 indicates the change with time in the concentra
tion of solute n at any nodal point of the model grid system. Term "b" 
accounts for the effects of reversible sorption and is commonly referred
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to as the retardation factor. The distribution coefficient, Kd, is 
defined as the equilibrium ratio of volumetric solute concentration in 

the solid phase to volumetric solute concentration in the liquid phase 

[L 3 /L 3] of the porous medium (Robertson, 1977). Term "c" describes 

the effects of two-dimensional hydrodynamic dispersion where the longi

tudinal and transverse dispersion coefficients are related to the 

corresponding dispersivities by DL= aLV and DT= aTV (Bredehoeft and Pin

der, 1973); and where DL and DT are the dispersion coefficients, respec

tively longitudinal and transverse; aL and aT are the dispersivities, 

of consistent notation, and V is the ground-water flow velocity. Term 

"d" describes the effects of convective transport; and term "e" accounts 

for source or sink terms, such as input from the ICPP disposal well.  

Term "f" adjusts for radioactive decay where the decay constant, Xn, is 

related to an isotope's half-life, H 1/ by the relationship Xn = 0.693/ 

Hi/ 2 (Robertson, 1974). The dispersion tensor, D, and term "d" in the 

eqdation, depend on the specific discharge or flux, q (Robertson, 1977).  

This flux is calculated in the hydraulic segment of the model for 

each node in time and space, and stored for use in the transport model.  

Therein lies the reason for the simulataneous operation of both the 

hydraulic and solute-transport segments of the model.  

Equation 7 is a partial differential equation for which analytical 

or direct solutions are not feasible except for systems where the most 

simple boundary conditions exist (Robertson, 1977). The equation must, 

therefore, be solved approximately by numerical techniques for depicting 

chemical-solute transport in the Snake River Plain aquifer. With some 

adaptations, Robertson (1974) employed the method of characteristics as 

developed and described by Pinder and Cooper (1970) and Bredehoeft and 

Pinder (1973) to approximate the movement of solutes in the regional 

ground water. The reader is referred to these references for a detailed 

description of the method of characteristics.  

The data input into the solute-transport segment of the model 

included natural (background) concentrations of the solute of interest 

at each node, transverse and longitudinal dispersivities (characteristic 

mixing lengths), location of waste sources and sinks, radioactive decay 

factors, and distribution coefficients for sorption (Robertson, 1974).  

The effective porosity of the aquifer is considered to be of prime 

importance to a solute-transport model (Konikow and Bredehoeft, 1978) 

and for this study it was assumed to be 10 percent, based on the best 

available field data. The most speculative of these input data were the 

dispersivities and the distribution coefficients. These parameters had 

to be estimated because there was, or is, no practical or effective 

method to measure them in the field where large-scale aquifer hetero

geneities exist.  

A potentially significant shortcoming of the solute-transport 

model is that it assumes no vertical dispersion, which certainly occurs 

in reality. The magnitude of the error from this assumption is not 

known, but would increase with increasing time and transport distance.
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Chloride

Perhaps the best tracer for waste behavior in the Snake River Plain 
aquifer is chloride (Robertson and Barraclough, 1973), and as such, was 
first used to test and calibrate the solute-transport segment of the 
digital model (Robertson, 1974). Chloride has been a continuous non
radioactive waste product since disposal began at both the TRA and ICPP.  
It has probably been discharged in more consistent and uniform quantities 
than any other waste product, although the concentration of chloride in 
the ICPP waste water has increased over the past few years. Chloride is 
a conservative solute in ground water and is virtually free from many 
chemical reactions such as sorption and precipitation, that would com
plicate its behavior. Therefore, Kd and Xn of equation 7 were zero 
in Robertson's (1974) analysis; and the transverse and longitudinal 
dispersivities of the aquifer were the principal unknowns. By comparing 
simulated waste chloride plumes with those depicted for 1958 and 1969 
from actual field data, Robertson's (1974) best simulations were obtained 
by using 300 feet for the longitudinal dispersivity, a L, and 450 feet 
for the transverse dispersivity, T. Most of the discrepancies between 
the correlations were considered simply due to the coarseness of the model grid which was set at 4,200 feet between nodal points.  

The simulations depicting the waste chloride distribution within the 
aquifer by 1980 were projected by varying the input of normal recharge 
data and the discharge rate of waste chloride through the ICPP well.  
Figure 24 shows Robertson's (1974) predicted waste chloride plume for 
1980, assuming disposal ceased in 1973 and the Big Lost River did not 
recharge the aquifer. The apparent effects on the plume by this set of 
imposed conditions were that the absence of recharge from the Big Lost 
River allowed the plume to spread transversely through the aquifer in the 
ICPP-TRA vicinity; the higher chloride concentrations within the plume 
moved downgradient to encompass the CFA; and a preferential flow path 
developed as the plume's leading edge approached the INEL's southern 
boundary. This flow path may be controlled by a high transmissivity zone 
south of the boundary (fig. 20).  

Robertson's (1974) original plume maps also included an outer 15 
mg/L equal concentration line, intended to represent background levels.  
However, background chloride concentrations are somewhat variable so 
concentrations above 20 mg/L are used here to denote the effects of waste 
disposal.  

Figure 25 shows the simulated waste chloride plume projected for 
1980 (Robertson, 1974), assuming chloride disposal continued at 1973 
rates and flow in the Big Lost River recharged the aquifer in odd num
bered years. Here again, the high T zone near the INEL's southern 
boundary has aided in creating a preferential flow path in that direction 
but the lateral extent of the entire plume was greater for this case.  
With continued disposal of waste chloride, the concentration contours 
were no longer centered near the CFA but were progressively higher toward 
disposal points, as would be expected. Also, recharge from flow in the
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Figure 24.--Model-projected distribution of waste chloride in the 

Snake River Plain aquifer for 1980, ICPP-TRA vicinity, 

assuming disposal ceased in 1973 and the Big Lost 

River does not recharge the aquifer 
(from Robertson, 1974).  
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Figure 25.-Model-projected distribution of waste chloride in the 
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river caused a separation of concentration contours within its immediate 
area, and with obvious continued discharged at the TRA, the plume con
tained a much larger area of higher concentration values on the TRA side 
of the river.  

Comparison of the two simulated waste chloride plumes, dependent 

on the above discussed sets of conditions and shown in figures 24 and 

25, with the plume depicted for October 1980 (fig. 21), immediately 

indicates that the 1980 simulated projections crudely resemble the field 

data but differ in detail. The waste chloride concentration in water 

samples collected from each newly drilled well did not verify a plume 

with an extended lobe toward the zone of supposedly high T values in 

figure 20. It is apparent that the projected simulation represented in 

figure 25 more nearly corresponds to the actual situation than that in 

figure 24.  

The projected simulation of the 1980 waste chloride plume shown in 

figure 25 assumed that disposal of chloride through the ICPP disposal 
well would continue at 1973 rates and flow in the Big Lost River would 

recharge the aquifer in odd-numbered years. These conditions have not 

been duplicated in the time period that elapsed between 1973, when the 

model study was completed, and October 1980, but have approximated the 

actual conditions more closely than the other simulated projection.  

Disposal of waste chloride has not only continued through the ICPP 

disposal well, but has increased during the seven year elapsed time 

period. Noticeable from figure 21 is that the aquifer has apparently 

received less waste chloride than assumed from the overlying chemical 
waste disposal pond at the TRA.  

Following 1973, three years with exceptionally high flows in the Big 

Lost River were recorded at the INEL diversion (fig. 2) and the aquifer 

received recharge from the diversion areas and the river itself (Barra

clough, Lewis, and Jensen, 1981). However, following these high flow 
years, little or no flow was recorded at the INEL diversion from 1977 to 

and including 1980o. Water levels have declined to record and near record 

lows in many wells of the INEL observation well network. This hydrologic 
phenomenon would undoubtedly have affected the distribution of equal 

concentration lines within the waste chloride plume due to the effects on 

hydraulic head gradients and the amounts of diluting recharge water.  

There are two main variations between the plume depicted in figure 

21 and the projected plume in figure 25. The first is that the field 

data (fig. 21) show more dispersion laterally in the 20, 40 and 60 mg/L 

equal concentration lines within the main portion of the plume. The 

second difference is that the actual distribution (fig. 21) does not 

exhibit the elongated flow trend toward the INEL's southern boundary that 

was drawn in the model-projected plume (fig. 25). The reasons for these 

variations could result from mathematical, physical, or chemical causes 

or a combination thereof. The reasons for the differences may be sum

marized as follows:
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(1) The 1977 to 1980 period of below-normal aquifer recharge from 
river flow could have resulted in higher concentrations in the 
actual plume, due to reduced recharge dilution; 

(2) The increased chloride disposal rate through the ICPP disposal 
well over the past several years, coupled with the hydrologic 
conditions presented in number 1 above, would have caused 
increased concentrations within the central portion of the 
plume; 

(3) The model grid was, perhaps, too coarse for an accurate pro
jected simulation of the waste plume and a better fit might 
have been obtained using a finer-meshed grid; 

(4) Inaccurate aquifer hydraulic parameters such as transmissivity 
and porosity, were used in the model; 

(5) Inaccurate dispersivities, transverse or longitudinal, were 
used in the model; 

(6) The aqueous waste being disposed of through the ICPP disposal 
well contains a higher specific conductance value than that of 
the aquifer ground water and, as such, the waste water would 
have a slightly higher density and would tend to sink in the 
aquifer system; 

(7) There may be significant components of vertical flow or thick
ness variations which are not included in the two-dimensional, 
constant-thickness model; 

(8) There may be an inadequate distribution of observation wells 
to accurately map the plume, and some of the wells might not 
have the appropriate depth nor construction to yield represen
tative data; and 

(9) The numerical m9thod of approximating the solution to the 
solute-transport partial differential equation produces some 
error, although there is no indication that the error is 
sufficient to account for the observed differences.  

Perhaps the most critical factor in the solute-transport equation is 
the ground-water flow velocity, q/c, which is calculated using Darcy's 
Law (eq. 2). The assigned value for the effective porosity, C, in the 
solute-transport segment of the model was 0.1, or 10 percent. Other 
studies concerning the aquifer hydrologic properties have determined that 
the average effective porosity ranged from 8 percent (Isherwood, 1981b) 
to 10 percent (Nace and others, 1969). Therefore, it appears that the 10 
percent value used by Robertson (1974) is reasonable; but small errors 
in c would result in proportionate changes in the extent of and concen
trations within the chloride plume. For example, if e were really 12 
percent instead of the assumed 10 percent, the velocity would be reduced 
by a factor of about 17 percent, which would have a significant retarda
tion effect on the movement of a solute in the ground water.  
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Another porosity factor is the difference between total and effec

tive porosity. Total porosities of Snake River Plain basalt core samples 

range from 12 to 20 percent (Robertson, Schoen, and Barraclough, 1974).  

Although part of this porosity is not effective in transmitting water, 

dissolved ions may diffuse into and out of pore spaces. This diffusive 

process, herein termed matrix diffusion, was described by Freeze and 

Cherry (1979), and discussed in detail by Grisak and Pickens (1980). The 

process occurs in the following manner. When the waste chloride moves 

through the fractured aquifer system, there initially exists a solute 

concentration gradient between the ground water in the fracture and the 

ground water in the unfractured material. A portion of the solute mass 

will move by molecular diffusion from the fracture into the matrix, if 

the matrix is porous. This mass of the solute is removed temporarily 

from the flow regimen in the open fracture. The flow of the solute in 

the fractured system then appears to be retarded because part of its mass 

has been transferred to the aquifer matrix. As time progresses, the 

solute will diffuse farther into the aquifer matrix until a concentration 

equilibrium is reached with the matrix material and the fracture. This 

equilibrated situation would occur only if the waste solute was being 

disposed of over many years at nearly uniform rates and the matrix 

diffusion process, therefore, could occur undisturbed for a long time.  

Matrix diffusion, coupled with the large apparent dispersivities of 

the Snake River Plain aquifer and the fractured nature of the aquifer, 

which may provide large masses of rock in which diffusion may take 

place, is probably an important factor affecting the rate of waste 

chloride movement in the aquifer. The waste chloride plume depicted in 

figure 21 has not advanced downgradient as much as was expected, which 

may be due in part to matrix diffusion effects.  

The density variations noted in item 6 could conceivably cause the 

waste products, including chloride, to move downward into a deeper 

part of the aquifer. This natural reaction between liquids of differing 

densities was well documented by Freeze and Cherry (1979) for a waste 

disposal situati9n. The implications of this relationship to the waste 

chloride plume are: (1) perhaps a third-dimension of the October 1980 

plume exists that is not represented in map view; (2) the wells drilled 

during the 1980 drilling program, especially wells 104 and 107 (see fig.  

6), were not drilled deep enough to intercept the advancing front of the 

plume; and (3) the higher lines of equal chloride concentration within 

the plume may extend to even greater depths than the supposed effective 

permeable zone that is contained within the upper part of the Snake River 

Plain aquifer. The waste chloride could, therefore, have entered a 

dimension not accounted for in the model and was not represented in the 

projected simulations.  

Another source of dispersion error in the model, as mentioned by 

Robertson (1974), results from ignoring vertical dispersion. This 

effect would also result in downgradient concentrations lower than those 

projected by the model.
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The Arco rift zone and its subsurface extension may be partly 
responsible for the greater degree of lateral extension of the waste 
chloride plume in figure 21 compared to that of the simulated plume in 
figure 25. The spreading effect would be due to flow divergence, rather 
than hydrodynamic dispersion. This volcanic rift zone of lower perme
ability may, therefore, be an impedence to ground-water flow, as is the 
Great Rift Zone, and a localized flow component is parallel to its 
emplacement. The Arco volcanic rift zone of lesser transmissity near the 
southern INEL boundary (fig. 20) may be more influencial than previously 
determined or as indicated from water-level data.  

Grove (1977) made a study to compare finite difference, Galerkin
finite element, and the method of characteristics for approximating 
the solution to the solute-transport equation for the waste chloride 
plume at the INEL. He concluded that for this type of problem, the 
method of characteristics is as accurate as the Galerkin-finite element 
method and because of less numerical dispersion, is more accurate than 
the finite difference method. Therefore, it does not appear that signi
ficant improvements in simulation accuracy would be obtained by changing 
numerical methods.  

Tritium 

Tritium was included in Robertson's (1974) solute-transport study to 
test the radioactive decay parameter in the model, term "f" of equation 
7. Tritium, like chloride, is also a fairly conservative solute in 
ground water and not generally subject to chemical reactions; so that 
term "b" in equation 7 may again be omitted. Little or no background 
tritium in statistically positive amounts is detectable in the Snake 
River Plain aquifer, which also makes this solute an excellent tracer in 
the ground water. Simulations of the model-produced tritium plumes were 
compared with those depicted from historical data. The best simulations 
were accomplished by using the same dispersivities as for the chloride 
simulations; aL was equal to 300 feet and aT was equal to 450 feet.  
These correlations of simulated to actual plumes indicated that the 
radioactive decay portion of the model accurately simulated conditions in 
the aquifer.  

The model-projected distribution of tritium in the aquifer for 1980 
is shown by figure 26 with the assumptions that disposal ceased in 1973 
and the Big Lost River did not recharge the aquifer (Robertson, 1974).  
Because these assumed conditions have not been met, the simulated plume 
could not be expected to correlate accurately with the observed plume for 
October 1980 in figure 23. Flow in the Big Lost River, and hence aquifer 
recharge, has not been totally absent during this seven-year period; and 
discharge of tritium did not cease in 1973, although it has been reduced 
since that time.  

The many hydrologic variables and subsurface geologic uncertain
ties discussed in the section on chloride could also have similar effects 
on the configurations of and the lines of equal concentration within the 
actual and 1980 simulated tritium plumes.
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Figure 26.--Model-projected distribution of tritium in the 

Snake River Plain aquifer for 1980, ICPP-TRA 

vicinity, assuming disposal ceased in 1973 

and the Big Lost River does not recharge 

the aquifer (from Robertson, 1974).  
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FUTURE PROGRAMS

The information collected and the interpretations made during and 
following the 1980 well-drilling program near the southern boundary of 
the INEL have shown that most of the chloride waste plume is approxi
mately one to two miles upgradient (north) from the position projected 
for 1980 and that the advanced front of the actual tritium plume is about 
2 miles upgradient from the projected position. However, the central 
parts of both plumes are close to the simulations. The subsurface 
geologic structures and rock types control the subsurface hydrologic 
system and the movement of the wastes through this system. However, many 
questions still exist about this complex system.  

Additional drilling and coring programs in future years would 
enhance our knowledge about the natural hydrogeologic character of the 
Snake River Plain aquifer, and about waste movement within this vast 
aquifer. These drilling programs would be useful in providing: 

(1) Better identification of natural chloride concentrations 
in the ground water and identification of anomalous zones; 

(2) More comprehensive determination of subsurface geologic struc
tures and delineation of their influence on the ground-water 
flow system and waste product movement; 

(3) Understanding of the effects of silicic or other non-typical 
rock types on the aqueous geochemistry and on the physical 
framework of the flow system; 

(4) Additional information on the transmissive and storage charac
teristics of the aquifer in general; 

(5) Better understanding of the hydrologic properties of the deeper 
part of the aquifer, more than 200 feet below the water table, 
and identification of the possibilities of waste products 
moving deeper into that part of the aquifer; 

(6) Filling existing deficiencies in monitor well locations in 
order to better define waste plume concentration distributions; 

(7) Determining the possibility of upward flow from deeper zones 
of the aquifer near the INEL's southern boundary and within the 
Arco volcanic rift zone; and 

(8) Better determination of the arrival times of waste products, 
south of the INEL boundary when and if they move that far in 
detectable concentrations, and identification of the hydrolgic 
properties of that area.  

A less expensive method than drilling or coring to delineate subsur
face geologic features near the INEL's southern boundary would be surfi
cial geophysical methods. The two methods which might be useful are
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seismic refraction or reflection, and resistivity surveys, which may be 

run transverse or parallel to the supposed low-transmissivity zone. The 

applicability of these methods to determine subsurface geologic features 

in a basalt environment is questionable at present, but new techniques 

have been and are being developed that will enhance their utility.  

Mathematical methods, such as the kriging technique, may be employed 

to interpolate the aquifer's hydrologic properties into areas where well 

data are sparse in the INEL's basic data network and would not involve 

the use of external physical methods such as well drilling or geophysical 

surveys. These interpolation methods are mathematically complex but are 

readily solvable by digital computer techniques and, therefore, may be 

easily incorporated into a digital modeling scheme.  

Varying techniques of interpolation have been employed to solve 

many problems that require the projection of data or their interpretation 

in space and time for the filling of a gap in a network of basic data.  

Such techniques have included the classical Lagrange interpolation, the 

least squares approach, and several weighted interpolation methods 

(Gambolati and Volpi, 1979). When applied to the science of hydrology, 

many of these techniques yielded estimations that contained large inter

polation errors and were very limited in their use. However, several 

recent studies have shown that one method, the kriging technique, may 

have broad applicability to hydrologic situations (Delhomme, 1978; 

Gambolati and Volpi, 1979; and Skrivan and Karlinger, 1980). The reader 

is referred to the references for detailed descriptions and applications 

of the kriging technique.  

The ultimate use of the information gained in the recently completed 

drilling program and planned programs will be for inclusion into and the 

recalibration of a revised predictive digital model that approximates 

chemical solute-transport in the aquifer. This primary goal of updating 

the model should continue for many years at the INEL as an ever expanding 

data base makes possible a continued refinement of model simulations.  

SUMMARY 

This report describes the data collected, and the interpretations 

made therefrom, during and following the drilling of eight shallow wells 

near the southern boundary of the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory 

(INEL) during the summer of 1980.  

The information gained from the drilling program and existing 

information in the INEL data base about the subsurface hydrogeology in 

the southwestern INEL vicinity and the movement of aqueous wastes within 

the Snake River Plain aquifer are summarized below: 

1. The general direction of the regional ground-water movement is 

to the south and southwest with an average slope of the water 

table of about 4 feet per mile. In the southwestern part of the 

INEL, near the site's southern boundary, the gradient is rather
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low, sloping southwestward at less than 2 feet per mile. The 
water table has declined from about 2 to 6 feet during the 
two-year period from 1978 to 1980. The greatest declines were 
measured in areas where the aquifer is subject to large changes 
in recharge from the Big Lost River, whose average discharge has 
been abnormally low for the five years preceding preparation of 
this report.  

2. Geophysical logs recorded in each of the eight wells, supple
mented by driller's logs, show that the subsurface geology 
consists of basalt flows and interbedded layers of sediment.  
Silicic rocks (rhyolite) encountered in four wells located 
near the INEL's southern boundary appear to be associated with 
Cedar Butte or Big Southern Butte, both of which lie in the Arco 
volcanic rift zone. The silicic rocks appear to be correlated 
with sedimentary layers at corresponding elevations in adjacent 
wells of the hydrogeologic section. The geophysical logs also 
show that many of the wells contained severely fractured zones 
of basalt below water level and indicated the wells should be 
good water producers when pumped.  

3. Tests performed on six of the eight wells indicated that the 
Snake River Plain aquifer has high water yielding characteris
tics, as expected. However, the test on well 104 indicates an 
unusually low transmissivity for that part of the aquifer. The 
well was pumped at 21 gpm, which resulted in a drawdown of 51 
feet and a computed transmissivity of about 50 feet squared per 
day, compared with 134,000 to 13,400,000 feet squared per day 
generally associated with the regional aquifer. A possible 
reason for the difference is that well 104 could have been 
completed near the vertical center of a laterally small basalt 
flow, where the most dense rock is located.  

4. The analyses of water samples collected from seven of the 
eight wells indicatpd that the water in those wells not affected 
by waste products was predominantly of the calcium, magnesium, 
and bicarbonate type with minor concentrations of sodium, 
silica, sulfate, and chloride, water chemistry consistent with 
that determined to be representative of the Snake River Plain 
aquifer in the INEL vicinity by previous investigators. Water 
samples from two wells were found to contain detectable concen
trations of waste products. Well 104 ground water contained 
tritium; and the ground water from well 106 contained both 
tritium and waste chloride, and higher specific conductance 
values. Both of these wells are 2 to 3 miles upgradient from the 
INEL's southern boundary and may depict the approximate position 
of the leading edges of the chloride, and tritium waste plumes, 
and an aquifer area with higher-than-background specific conduc
tance values.  

5. It is postulated in this report, based on water-table gradient 
data, that a zone of low permeability exists in the southwestern
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part of the INEL site within the Arco volcanic rift zone. This 
rift zone is situated transverse to the regional ground-water 
flow direction. The zone of low permeability may be caused by 
solidified igneous rocks that "healed" fractures and fissures 
that constitute the volcanic rift zone. This hypothesis may 
also be supported by the fact that the waste plumes exhibit a 
greater lateral dispersion near the INEL's southern boundary 
than estimated previously. This spreading effect may be a 
result of flow divergence and in direct response to a geologic 
feature in the subsurface that is of low permeability; and may 
be directly correlated with the Arco volcanic rift zone. The 
anomalously high concentrations of various chemicals in samples 
of water from wells located along the INEL's southern boundary 
that are not apparently affected by waste products, may result 
from aqueous reactions with varying rock types of the Arco 
volcanic rift zone.  

6. The model simulations made in the early 1970's of the 1980 
waste chloride and tritium plumes were approximately correct, 
but differed in detail, as expected, because of several conser
vative assumptions that tended toward "worst case" conditions.  
The frontal parts of the actual plume are upgradient one to 
three miles of their correlating model simulations, which 
indicates that either the projected modeling assumptions for the 
disposal or recharge rates were inaccurate, and/or that the 
hydrologic parameters included in the model format for the Snake 
River Plain aquifer were not completely representative of the 
physical conditions. The aquifer properties to which the 
solute-transport model segment is most sensitive are effective 
porosity, hydraulic conductivity, aquifer thickness, and the 
longitudinal and transverse dispersivities. The hydraulic 
gradient is also an important parameter but is the least subject 
to error of the properties cited. The coarseness of the model
ing grid itself perhaps limited the accuracy and precision of 
the simulations. The methods of approximating the solution of 
the partial differential equation for solute transport appear to 
be as accurate as any available for these particular conditions.  

7. Future programs are recommended for the INEL to delineate 
more accurately the subsurface hydrogeologic structures; to 
determine their effects on the regional aquifer flow regime and 
the movement of aqueous wastes in the aquifer; to quantify 
spatially the hydrologic properties of that part of the Snake 
River Plain aquifer which underlies the INEL; to determine more 
accurately the aquifer's background ground-water chemistry and 
the areal extent of the waste plume; to better understand the 
hydrologic properties and dynamics of the deeper part of the 
aquifer, more than 200 feet below the water table; and to 
determine the possibilities of waste products moving into this 
deeper part of the aquifer. Much of this information could be 
obtained from drilling, coring, geophysical logging, sampling,
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or various surface geophysical surveys. In addition, interpola
tive-mathematical techniques (kriging methods) could be employed 
to expand data into areas of little or no information. The 
ultimate use of the information and data gained by the physical 
methods or mathematical techniques will be for incorporation 
into a revised predictive digital model, that will make possible 
more accurate simulations of waste-solute movement under various 
assumed disposal and hydrologic conditions.
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